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Abstract
Responsive survey designs introduce protocol changes to survey operations based on accumulating paradata. Case-level predictions, including response propensity, can be used to
tailor data collection features in pursuit of cost or quality goals. Unfortunately, predictions
based only on partial data from the current round of data collection can be biased, leading to ineffective tailoring. Bayesian approaches can provide protection against this bias.
Prior beliefs, which are generated from data external to the current survey implementation,
contribute information that may be lacking from the partial current data. Those priors are
then updated with the accumulating paradata. The elicitation of the prior beliefs, then, is
an important characteristic of these approaches. While historical data for the same or a
similar survey may be the most natural source for generating priors, eliciting prior beliefs
from experienced survey managers may be a reasonable choice for new surveys, or when
historical data are not available. Here, we fielded a questionnaire to survey managers, asking about expected attempt-level response rates for different subgroups of cases, and developed prior distributions for attempt-level response propensity model coefficients based on
the mean and standard error of their responses. Then, using respondent data from a real
survey, we compared the predictions of response propensity when the expert knowledge is
incorporated into a prior to those based on a standard method that considers accumulating
paradata only, as well as a method that incorporates historical survey data.
Keywords: Bayesian Analysis, Response Propensity, Expert Opinion, Elicitation of Priors, Responsive Survey Design
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Responsive Survey Design (RSD; Groves and Heeringa, 2006) relies on accumulating paradata (i.e. data about the process of collecting survey data, see Couper 2000,
2017) and response data in order to introduce changes to data collection protocols
or tailor data collection features to specific cases. These changes are made in pursuit of a survey goal, such as quality improvement or cost control. Unfortunately,
by relying only on the partial current data as it accumulates, predictions generated
from this partial data may be biased (Wagner and Hubbard, 2014) and, as a result,
decisions made based on these predictions can be inefficient or even harmful.
Recently, survey researchers have introduced Bayesian approaches (Schouten
et al., 2018) to mitigate this bias by supplementing the current accumulating data
with prior beliefs, generated from external data such as past implementations of the
same survey or the survey methodological literature (West, Wagner, Coffey and
Elliott, 2019). While priors generated from past implementations of the same survey may be the most informative for a particular survey, that solution is not always
an option. New surveys, or surveys whose designs have changed dramatically, may
need to develop priors from different data sources. West et al. (2019) explored using
a literature review to source prior information for response propensity models in
the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG). While priors from the literature
review did not perform as well as priors from historical NSFG data, they outperformed model predictions made only using current accumulating paradata, particularly in the middle portion of the data collection period.
The present study evaluates another potential source of prior information.
Here, expert knowledge was elicited from survey managers (“experts”), through
a self-response questionnaire designed to collect their predictions of attempt-level
response rates, or changes in those expected response rates, for various types of
sample members. Given those survey responses, pooled priors were created from
expert respondent data. The structure of the items in the questionnaire completed
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by the experts mimicked that of the existing response propensity model. We then
evaluated these priors’ ability to improve predictions of response propensity in the
National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) relative to only using partial data from
the current round or using historical data as an alternative source for the development of priors. This manuscript discusses the content of the questionnaire, the
identification of experts, the method for generating priors, and an evaluation of how
the information from expert elicitation affects the bias and root mean squared error
(RMSE) of the daily predictions of response propensity. We found that priors based
on expert opinion led to modest improvements in prediction during the middle and
late portions of data collection when compared to using only current round data.
Additionally, we found that priors based on expert opinion were sometimes competitive with, though generally did not outperform, an approach that used historical
data evaluated in West et al. (2019). We also identified several ways to improve
upon our elicitation process that may lead to further improvements in predictions
based on expert opinion over methods more commonly used in RSDs.

Background
Responsive Survey Design
Responsive survey design (RSD; Groves and Heeringa, 2006) has emerged as a
framework for maintaining or improving survey outcomes in an increasingly difficult survey climate. Increasing data collection costs, and decreasing cooperation
and response rates, have caused survey methodologists and managers to explore
alternatives to the prevailing “one path fits all sample members” approach to data
collection operations (Axinn, Link and Groves, 2011). Instead, RSD uses accumulating paradata and response data to make changes to later data collection protocols. These changes attempt to increase data quality in some specified way or control costs, relative to continuing with the standard data collection protocol. Types of
protocol changes may include introducing another mode (Coffey, Reist and Miller,
2019), changing the effort spent on specific cases (Rosen et al., 2014), or a change in
tokens of appreciation combined with subsampling (Wagner et al., 2012).
In an RSD, one of the most common ways to tailor data collection features to
specific cases is with predicted propensity scores. Based on frame data and accumulated paradata, these predictions can be used to alter data collection operations.
Various surveys have utilized propensity scores to differentially implement a variety of data collection features, including protocol assignment (Peytchev, Rosen,
Riley, Murphy and Lindblad, 2010; Roberts, Vandenplas and Stahli, 2014), incentives (Chapman, 2014), and allocation to nonresponse follow-up (Laflamme and
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Karaganis, 2010; Thompson and Kaputa, 2017) in hopes of improving survey outcomes.
Paradata from the current round of data collection provide useful predictors
of survey outcomes, such as response propensity, for the sampled cases currently
receiving recruitment effort. In an RSD, targeted interventions are applied to cases
during the data collection period in order to shift response propensities in pursuit of a cost- or quality-related survey goal, necessitating high quality predictions
of these propensities. However, during the survey period when an RSD would be
implemented, the accumulating paradata are “incomplete” relative to the final data,
in that completed cases and incoming data from early in the data collection period
may not be representative of that which will be collected later in data collection. As
a result, only using the accumulating data from the current round of data collection
could result in biased predictions of response propensity (Wagner and Hubbard,
2014) or reduced prediction performance when predicted propensities are classified
into response categories, either of which could lead to inefficient decisions. In this
paper, we focus on the error in the predictions of response propensity scores, as
opposed to the secondary step of classification error.
In order to improve predictions, survey practitioners often use external data
that may be more representative of a full data collection period. It is relatively common to estimate the coefficients of a predictive model using historical data, such
as a prior implementation of the survey, and then apply those coefficients to the
current round of data collection (Schouten, Calinescu and Luiten 2013; Schouten,
Wagner and Peytchev, 2017; Schouten, Mushkudiani, Shlomo, Durrant, Lundquist
and Wagner, 2018). While this method provides data that might be representative of
an entire data collection, it ignores current data in the prediction process.
More recently, survey researchers have begun exploring Bayesian approaches
that utilize both external and current data in the prediction process. Prior beliefs
are generated from external data, most commonly historical data from the same
survey, and those priors are then updated as the current data accumulates. Schouten
et al. (2018) discuss using Bayesian methods for predicting response and cost under
different scenarios. Through simulation, they demonstrate value in the Bayesian
methods in terms of reduced RMSE of predictions, while stressing that misspecification of the priors with respect to the true data should be relatively small. Empirical evidence is also emerging (West et al., 2019) that combining published estimates or historical information and current round information in a Bayesian setting
can improve prediction.

Empirical Evidence and Sources of Prior Information
West et al. (2019) compared the performance of predictions of response propensity
in the NSFG, a nationally representative quarterly survey in the U.S., when Bayes-
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ian methods are used versus when only current data is used. The Bayesian methods
incorporated external information in the form of priors, either from past implementations of the NSFG or from published research on propensity models found
through a literature review. Results demonstrated that the Bayesian approaches
consistently reduced both the bias and the mean squared error (MSE) of predicted
response propensities, particularly in the middle of data collection, when an RSD
may be implemented. This was true for either source of prior information -- the
historical data or the literature review.
The quality of the prior information is directly related to its ability to improve
predictions of interest, and so the source of prior information is an important consideration. It seems reasonable that historical data from the same survey would
result in the most informative priors for the prediction of interest; however, there
may be cases where this information is not available. New surveys, for example,
would not have access to historical information. Additionally, surveys that have
undergone significant redesign, such as introducing a new mode, changing an
incentive amount, or dropping a screening interview, may find that priors based on
historical paradata are no longer available.
There may be cases where even a literature review produces limited or no useful external information. In the case where a survey has an unusual or unique target
population, or the prediction of interest is not as common as response propensity,
there may not be sufficient information in the literature from which to develop priors. In these cases, where there is an absence of objective information, expert opinion may be the only option for generating the necessary information for prior construction. Expert opinion is often used implicitly in survey planning – experienced
survey managers may provide input into expected response rates to help determine
sample sizes, or for estimating budgets. Additionally, they may help explain variation in progress or response rates during data collection. Transforming expert opinion into priors explicitly incorporates this information into the prediction model.

Expert Elicitation
Clinical trials and health care evaluations often rely on prior beliefs for a variety of
reasons. Dallow, Best and Montague (2018) describe a protocol for eliciting expert
opinion in order to improve the drug development process. Mason et al. (2017)
propose a practice for leveraging expert opinion in the analysis of randomized controlled trials when there are missing observations for patients. Additionally, Boulet
et al. (2019) demonstrate the use of expert opinion in a variable selection process
for personalized medicine. When novel treatments are tested, or prior trials have
very small sample sizes or are otherwise not comparable, expert opinion can be
relied upon for developing priors (Hampson, Whitehead, Eleftheriou and Brogan,
2014).
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Spiegelhalter et al. (2004, Ch. 5) as well as O’Hagan (2019) provide overviews of the expert elicitation process, and the potential biases that may arise in
priors elicited from individuals. Availability bias may arise when experts are asked
about easily recalled events – they may estimate a higher or lower probability than
is accurate. For example, if survey experts have recently seen frequent reports of
language barriers along with increasing non-interview rates, the experts may inflate
the effect that a language barrier has on overall response rate or response propensity, even if there are other contributing factors to increasing non-interview rates.
Anchoring bias may lead experts to shrink intervals between different categories or
groups based on a provided piece of information or their initial elicited quantity or
probability. Once an expert learns from the elicitation instrument, or offers through
the elicitation process, that the expected response rate for one group is 45%, future
answers about different subgroups may be biased towards 45%.
Overconfidence bias may lead to distributions of the priors with insufficient
variance. This may occur when elicitation happens in small groups and some
strongly opinionated experts convince others of their opinion, a behavior also
known as groupthink. Alternatively, in individual elicitation, overconfidence bias
may arise because of the expectation of experts that they have, in fact, a greater
amount of expertise than they actually do, resulting in under-reported uncertainty.
Conjunction fallacy bias may arise when a particular event is given a higher estimated probability when it is the subset of another event. For example, on any given
contact attempt, the probability that any open case will have had a callback request
and respond is necessarily smaller than the probability that any open case will
respond. However, an expert may suggest the opposite, thinking that having a callback request makes response much more likely. This bias is often due to the rarity
of one of the two events, which in this case would be the callback request. Finally,
hindsight bias may arise if the expert is asked to provide a prior expectation after
looking at the current data. Awareness of all of these types of bias is useful in the
design of the expert elicitation process.
Spiegelhalter et al. (2004, Ch. 5) also discuss four common methods for elicitation: informal discussion, structured interviewing, structured questionnaires, and
computer-based elicitation. Each of these methods requires different amounts of
interaction with experts, and allows for different levels of complexity of prior development. Additionally, these authors discuss three methods for combining information when multiple experts are utilized: arriving at a consensus value among all
experts, arithmetic pooling, or retaining individual priors. O’Hagan (2019), whose
elicitation method elicits distributions from experts, discusses the combination of
those distributions to generate a pooled empirical distribution for the prior.
Here, we adapted the concept of expert elicitation of priors from the clinical
trials literature. Our goal was to evaluate whether expert opinion can be helpful
when little objective data is available for generating priors for the coefficients in a
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logistic regression model used to estimate propensity of response. In this application, we elicited opinion from experts independently through an internet questionnaire, and used arithmetic pooling to combine the elicited information into priors
for models used to generate daily predictions of response propensity in the NSFG.

Data and Methods
Overview of the National Survey of Family Growth
The NSFG is conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics, under contract with the Institute for Social Research (ISR) at the University of Michigan.
The NSFG, in its current iteration, is a cross-sectional survey for which data were
collected continuously throughout the calendar year from 2011-2019. In a given
year, four data collection operations are conducted, with data being collected from
four independent, nationally representative samples. The field operations for each
sample last three months, or one quarter (e.g., January to March, April to June). The
survey selects a national sample of U.S. housing unit addresses each quarter of the
year. The target population from which the NSFG selects these four independent
national samples is 15 – 49 year old persons living in the U.S. (Lepkowski, Mosher,
Groves, West, Wagner and Gu, 2013). The NSFG is a two-stage survey, meaning
there is first a screener interview to determine eligibility, followed by the main
interview. Interviewers first visit randomly sampled households and attempt to
screen the households for eligibility. Within eligible households, one of the eligible
individuals is randomly selected to complete the main survey interview, which usually takes 60-80 minutes and covers a variety of fertility-related topics.
NSFG paradata are aggregated on a daily basis and used to predict the probability that active households will respond to either the screening interview or the
main interview. Survey managers might use these predictions for prioritization of
active cases (e.g., Wagner et al., 2012) or for stratifying the sample when selecting a
subsample of active cases for the new data collection protocol after 10 weeks (Wagner et al., 2017). At this point, managers may oversample high-propensity cases, or
offer a higher token of appreciation to encourage response. Accurate model-based
predictions are thus essential for maximizing the efficiency of the data collection
effort in any given quarter. For purposes of this study, we focus on models for the
probability of responding to the initial screening interview.

Response Propensity Models in the NSFG
For this application, we used data from five quarters of the NSFG (Quarters 16 –
20), covering the June 2015 to September 2016 time period. For each of the five
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quarters, our prediction of interest was the probability of response to the screening interview at the next contact attempt, using either the current accumulating
paradata only, or the combination of priors generated from expert elicitation and
the current accumulating paradata. We also compared these methods to the best
performing method in West et al. (2019), which combined current accumulating
paradata with priors based on historical data from the eight preceding quarters of
data collection.
In order to compare predictions generated from our proposed method
with those discussed in West et al (2019), we used the same predictive modeling approach (discrete time logistic regression), and the same set of predictors of
screener response propensity. In that paper, eight quarters (or two years) of the
NSFG (Quarters 13 – 20) were combined into a stacked dataset containing all contact attempt records and a binary outcome for each record that indicated whether
the screener interview was completed on that particular attempt or not. The authors
then fit a discrete time-to-event logistic regression model to this dataset to identify
significant predictors. Available predictors included sampling frame information,
linked commercially-available data, and NSFG paradata, all of which have been
used to predict response propensity in the NSFG (West, 2013; West and Groves,
2013; West et al., 2015). The authors used a backward selection approach to modelbuilding, retaining all predictor variables that appeared in all eight quarters with a
p-value less than 0.05 based on a Wald test for all regression parameters associated
with a given variable.
They then included two predictor variables that were important for sampling
and weighting in order to control for sampling domain in the response propensity
model. The first was the sociodemographic domain of each housing unit, based on
the percentage of the population in the Census Block Group containing the segment
that is Black and/or Hispanic as reported in U.S. Census data. The second was a
three-level categorical variable indicating whether a case was in a self-representing
area, a non-self-representing metropolitan statistical area (MSA), or a non-MSA
non-self-representing area. Self-representing sampling areas are geographic sampling domains that are large enough to be sampled with certainty in a probability proportionate-to-size sample, and, therefore, represent only themselves during
weighting and estimation. These two variables were initially included in the backwards selection procedure, but were not found to be statistically significant, and so
were not retained. However, after consultation with data collection managers, these
two variables were added back into the response propensity model in order to control for sampling domain in the predictive model.
All retained predictors from the backward selection process carried out in
West et al. (2019), including their estimated coefficients and standard errors, are
listed in table A1 in the online appendix. Several predictors came from each available data source: the sampling frame, commercially-available data, and paradata.
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By using the same list of predictors, and the same discrete-time logistic regression
model specification, we are able to compare the effect that priors based on expert
elicitation have on the predictions of response propensity, versus excluding prior
information, or using priors from historical data. The focus of our analysis is on the
relative performance of these methods given a particular model.

Design of Prior Elicitation Process
For this proof-of-concept study, we wanted our prior information to be based upon
a relatively large group of experts to generate a reasonable distribution from which
to estimate priors. Our target sample size meant that elicitation methods requiring
significant interaction with experts, including informal discussion and structured
interviewing, were not feasible. As a result, we created and distributed a structured
questionnaire to selected experts, who could then respond at their convenience.
The questionnaire asked experts to provide their opinions on attempt-level response
rates for subgroups with various types of characteristics, and, in some cases, opinions on changes to response rates based on certain characteristics.
The questionnaire included the significant predictors found in the retrospective analysis of the NSFG response propensity model, as described in Section 3.2.
These predictors include items from the sampling frame, including geographic
and sampling strata information, as well as time-varying attempt-level information, derived from accumulating paradata. Fixed characteristics include sampling
frame or commercially available data, like the 9-level Census Division geographic
variable. In the questionnaire, we asked experts their opinions on their expected
response rates for each of the nine categories. Time-varying covariates were based
on paradata and include indicators for past contact or instances of the sample member expressing questions, comments or concerns. In the questionnaire, we requested
information about the expected change in response rate for characteristics like each
additional contact attempt, or whether the sample member expressed comments on
concerns on the most recent contact attempt. We also asked experts to provide their
experience with survey data collection by selecting one of three categories: 0 to 4
years, 5 to 15 years, and 15 or more years.
We solicited feedback from two survey experts prior to distributing the questionnaire in order to get basic feedback about content, complexity, and readability. In some cases, edits resulting from this initial feedback changed the format
of the questions to make them easier to understand and answer. This meant that
the format of the questions did not always match the format of the predictor in the
propensity model. The final version of the questionnaire can be found in the online
appendix, and in the Center for Open Science repository (https://osf.io/3kxzb) at the
Open Science Framework (log-in required).
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Given the target number of experts, we opted to develop priors through arithmetic pooling of all respondent information. At the same time, we wanted to avoid
the biases mentioned by Spiegelhalter et al. (2004, Ch. 5). In order to avoid anchoring bias while still eliciting reasonable responses, we provided an overall expected
attempt-level response rate (24%), but did not provide anchor points for any particular category in the survey, allowing the experts to provide input for all items and
categories. To avoid hindsight bias (Schouten et al., 2018) arising from the fact that
experts at ISR also conduct the NSFG, we recruited additional experts from the
U.S. Census Bureau (Census). These additional experts have experience managing interviewer-administered data collections, but do not have experience with the
NSFG or its data. By soliciting predictions from two geographically dispersed survey organizations with varying familiarity with the NSFG, we also hoped to protect
against overconfidence bias (Schouten et al., 2018), which can lead to prior distributions that are too narrow and do not accurately reflect the uncertainty in the prior.
At both ISR and Census, we worked with senior survey managers to identify experienced interviewer supervisors, field directors, and survey methodologists
who were knowledgeable about survey processes and reviewed progress data on a
daily basis as part of their job responsibilities. We recruited eight individuals from
ISR, and 12 from Census (two from each of the six regional offices). During March
2019, the recruited experts were asked to complete the questionnaire, and were
encouraged to provide feedback, either directly or through a scheduled debriefing.
We summarize the feedback received in the Results section.

Method for Deriving Priors
We obtained 20 sets of expert responses about the effects on attempt-level response
rates of various characteristics of sample members and paradata items, subject to
some item nonresponse. We used arithmetic pooling to combine the priors and
generate an expected mean and standard error for a coefficient in an attempt-level
response propensity model (Spiegelhalter et al., 2004, Ch. 5).
Before pooling, however, we had to convert the estimates of differences in
response rates to model coefficients for use in a logistic regression model. When
categorical variables are included as predictors in a logistic regression model, the
estimated coefficients are generally interpreted with respect to a reference category.
Therefore, the mathematical manipulation involved identifying a reference category, calculating odds ratios with respect to the reference category, and then taking
the natural log of the odds ratio to obtain a logistic regression model coefficient, or
beta. We first did this for each respondent’s information individually.
Formula 1 below demonstrates how to calculate the coefficient for the k th
category of the j th item for the i th expert, βˆijk , given the estimated probability of
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response for category k of interest, pˆ ijk , and the estimated probability of response
for a reference category R, pˆ ijR .

 pˆ ijk / (1 − pˆ ijk ) 

 pˆ ijR / (1 − pˆ ijR ) 



βˆijk = ln 

(1)

Using gender as an example (abbreviated G in the expression below), assume that
the i th respondent estimates the expected call-level response rate for female sample
members to be 85% (as opposed to 70% for males), and male is the reference category. The beta for female sample members, for the i th expert, would be:

βˆiGF

 pˆ iGF / (1 − pˆ iGF ) 
 0.85 / (1 − 0.85 ) 
ln=

 ln=

 0.8873
 pˆ iGM / (1 − pˆ iGM ) 
 0.70 / (1 − 0.70 ) 

Continuous variables were converted to model parameters using the same formula
but with a slightly different explanation. For these items in the questionnaire, expert
opinion was elicited about the change in response propensity, given some unit
change in the continuous variable. For example, survey managers were asked to
provide their expected change in response rate for each additional contact attempt
made on a sample member, and a survey manager might have responded saying
they would expect a -10% change, or a 10% reduction, in response propensity for
each additional contact attempt.
However, unlike standard linear regression, where there is linear change for
every unit increase, logistic regression results in exponential change for each unit
increase, meaning the change in response propensity is dependent on which unit
increase is being considered (e.g. from 1 to 2 attempts, or from 8 to 9 attempts). In
the case of continuous variables, we did not have a defined reference category, and
so the reference is always to the average attempt-level response rate of 24%.
If the i th expert believes that increasing the number of contact attempts, j, by
one would change the attempt-level response rate by some amount, we can adapt
Equation (1) above for a continuous variable. While we do not have a defined reference category, we have the overall average attempt-level response rate, 24% and the
expected change provided by the expert, 5%. This results in a model coefficient of:
 odds ( attempts= ( n + 1) ) 
 0.29 / 0.71 
=
=
βˆij ln 
 ln=

 0.2573 .
 odds ( attempts = ( n ) ) 
 0.24 / 0.76 



We note at this point that, while we have elicited priors on a linear scale, linking
these back to the logistic scale changes the interpretation. We provide more consideration of this issue in the Discussion section.
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To pool the expert information, we then took an arithmetic mean, β jk (or β
j
for continuous items), of the coefficients from the expert respondents. The standard
 , was estimated by dividing the standard deviation of
error of the prior, SE β
jk
the coefficients from the respondents by the square root of the number of respondents, n.

( )

β jk =

1 n ˆ
∑βijk
n i =1

( )


=
SE β
jk

(2)

(

n
1
∑ βˆijk − β jk
n ( n − 1) i =1

)

2

(3)

We chose to transform each expert response into an odds ratio, take the log, and
then pool the individual log-odds ratios for a few reasons. Mathematically, by
first transforming each expert response into a log-odds ratio before pooling, we
are working under the assumption that the log-odds are normally distributed, as
opposed to the response rate or response propensity, which is how the experts provided their opinions. We felt this assumption was reasonable. First, response rates
and response propensities are bounded at (0,1), and are not normally distributed,
whereas the log-odds can take on any number on the real line. Additionally, the logodds is a linear function, while the function for the odds (and for probabilities) are
multiplicative and exponential, which suggests that the log-odds might converge to
a normal distribution more quickly than the odds, given enough sample size.
Operationally, by generating a model coefficient for each expert, we were able
to calculate a mean and standard error for each model coefficient. If we had first
taken the mean of the expert response first, and then transformed that estimate to
obtain our model coefficient, we would no longer be able to generate a variance, as
we would have only one estimate.
 , SE β

For each covariate of interest, we used β
to define a normal
jk
jk
prior distribution in our prediction models. Each prior was based on a maximum
of 20 responses, but item-level nonresponse reduced the number of responses to
varying degrees (see Table A2 for individual response counts). Due to the small
sample sizes, we ignored the potential covariance between the coefficients, resulting in a variance-covariance matrix that is only non-zero on the diagonal. This is
different from the methods evaluated in West et al. (2019) that utilize historical data
to generate priors. For those methods, including the historical method replicated in
our results, estimated covariances were generated from the existing historical data.
 , SE β

Table A2 in the online appendix provides the prior information, β
,
jk
jk
for each covariate included in the propensity models, provided that there were at
least three contributing respondents. Further, an Excel spreadsheet available in the
online supplementary material provides a template for estimating these priors for

(

( ))

(

( ))
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the survey items in the propensity model. For demonstration purposes, simulated
data are included in the table, including missing cells, which would occur should an
expert not respond to a particular question.

Methods for Predicting and Evaluating Response
Propensities
Each of the five NSFG quarters of interest (Quarters 16 through 20, representing
June 2015 - September 2016) were analyzed independently to introduce replication
in our analysis. First, we used the expert opinions to generate the prior distributions
for the response propensity model coefficients as described above. These priors
were used for all five quarters.
We generated our “target” prediction at the case level for each of the five
evaluation quarters by fitting a discrete time-to-event logistic regression model
using the predictors identified in the backward selection model discussed in Section 3.2 to all contact attempt records from that quarter. This allowed us to estimate a “final” probability of responding to the screener interview at the last contact attempt for each case. Because this model uses all available information for a
given quarter, we consider this the benchmark against which the prediction methods under evaluation will be compared. Table 1 below shows the ROC-AUC values
when all contact attempt records were used to predict final response.
These model fit statistics reflect the in-sample performance of the models and
demonstrate that the variable selection procedure from West et al. (2019), where
these statistics are extracted from, yielded a reasonable list of predictors for our
target response propensity. From that point, we are concerned with the case-level
differences from the target propensity that the different methods produce.
Then, we generated daily predictions of response propensity based on contact
history data accumulated prior to each day. Our baseline predictions came from the
model using only accumulating current round paradata. Our proposed predictions
came from the model that also incorporated prior information from expert opinion.
Additionally, we included predictions that incorporate prior information from historical data, as presented in West et al. (2019). In that paper, the authors found that

Table 1

Model Fit Statistics for In-Sample Predictions of Response,
5 Evaluation Quarters

ROC-AUC
Nagelkerke-Pseudo

R2

Q16

Q17

Q18

Q19

Q20

0.711

0.682

0.661

0.690

0.654

0.143

0.115

0.089

0.130

0.086
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the historical data method performed the best in their application. We include the
historical data method here so we can understand how well the expert elicitation
method performs when compared to both the “current data only” method and one
of the historical data methods evaluated in West et al. (2019).
Prediction of daily response propensity for each of these three methods is carried out just as it would have been if the approach were to be employed during data
collection. For each of the five quarters of interest, we use the accumulated contact
attempt record information (with a screener response indicator for each record) up
to day d to estimate the coefficients for the discrete time logistic regression model
for that data collection period. Then we use those coefficients to predict the response
propensity at the next contact attempt for all cases who were nonrespondents on day
d. We repeat this for each day of data collection from Day 7 to Day 84.
Using only the current quarter of paradata, the response propensity, pˆ id , was
modeled as follows:

(

)

ˆ
exp ∑V
v = 0 βv X idv
=
1|=
pˆ
pˆ=
y
X
id
id
id
ˆ
1 + exp ∑V
v = 0 βv X idv

(

)

(

(4)

)

where yid is the response status for the i th case after a contact attempt on the d th
day, and X id is the set of predictors v for the i th case after the d th day. These
predictors may be fixed (e.g., geographic predictors) or time-varying (e.g., prior
contact status). The βˆv are estimated coefficients for the X idv predictors. They are
estimated from the likelihood in equation (5) based on the contact attempt records
that have been accumulated through day d.
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The only difference between the target prediction and the baseline, current-data
only method is the time at which the prediction is made. For the target predictions,
all contact attempt records from a given quarter are used (d is after the last contact
attempt is made in a given quarter); for the baseline method, only data accumulated
through day d are used.
In a Bayesian setting (Gelman et al. 2013), the likelihood matches the frequentist formulation. The only estimated parameters in this expression are the βˆv , and
so these are the parameters for which priors are defined. As described in Section
3.4, we assumed a normal distribution, β v ~ N ( µv , σ v2 ) , for our priors with the
mean and variance based on our expert elicitation procedure. The posterior multi-
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plies the prior over the parameters in the likelihood to combine the information, as
shown in equation (6):
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 1  β − µ 2 
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2πσ v2
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In the Bayesian version of the prediction, it is clear that the priors add additional
information to the prediction. This can be beneficial when the likelihood is based
on very sparse data, or partial data that are not representative of the full data collection process, both of which occur earlier in the data collection process. Code in
the SAS 9.4 programming language that can be used to carry out these predictions
is available in the online supplementary materials.
For each method, we will compare predictions for each contact attempt on
each day of the data collection quarter to the “target” predictions (based on all
cumulative data) in order to generate daily estimates of the bias and root mean
squared error (RMSE) for the predictions. The mean daily bias for the mth method
is defined as:
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Bm
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and the daily RMSE for the mth method is defined as:
=
RMSE m

1
n

n
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m
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)

2
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We then summarized those estimates using boxplots for three different parts of data
collection: early (day 7 – 30), middle (day 31 – 60), and late (day 61 – 84).
The end-of-data-collection response propensity is not the only possible target,
but this choice does allow us to evaluate whether the use of Bayesian approaches
with informative priors can reduce error in the predictions of response propensity
at a given contact attempt versus using only current round paradata. Additionally,
we will be able to evaluate whether the use of expert opinion (in the absence of
historical data) can perform similarly to the historical data, were it available.
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Results
Descriptive Statistics for Selected Priors
We first wanted to understand if ISR experts have different expectations than Census experts, potentially due to the varying familiarity with NSFG or simply being
a part of a different survey organization. We also collected information about the
experts’ length of experience with survey data collection, thinking opinion may
vary with length of experience and more experienced managers may provide more
useful information. We then examined distributions of the individual experts’ betas,
generated using Equations (1) and (2) above, by organization and experience level.
Here we provide examples of these distributions to illustrate similarities and differences in the provided opinions. Due to the small sample sizes, we do not provide
tests of significance with respect to these differences. Instead, we are interested in
the means and general trends of the expert opinion by category in order to understand, at a high level, if different types of experts provide different information.
We first examined distributions of coefficients related to two time-varying
covariates, Contact Status and Concerns Status. Contact Status had three possible
response categories: if there was ever contact with the sample member, contact on
the previous attempt, or if there had never been contact with the respondent, which
was used as the reference category. Concerns Status had four possible response
categories: if concerns were ever expressed by the sample member, if concerns
were expressed on the previous visit, if strong concerns were ever expressed, or
if no concerns were ever expressed (the reference category). We looked at how
responses differed by organization (Figures 1 and 3) and level of experience (Figures 2 and 4).
For both variables, we found largely the same results. There were no large differences found in the point estimate for the priors by survey organization, shown
in Figures 1 and 3.
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Figure 1

Coefficients for Contact Status by Organization

Figure 2

Coefficients for Contact Status by Experience
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When examining the priors by level of experience (Figures 2 and 4), interviewers with 0-4 or 5-10 years of experience generated similar point estimates for
the betas, while experts with fifteen or more years of experience showed differences with respect to the point estimates. Specifically, experts with 15 or more
years of experience appear to perceive, on average, that any one covariate has less
of an impact on response propensity than do experts with less experience.
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Figure 3

Coefficients for Expressed Concerns by Organization

Figure 4

Coefficients for Expressed Concerns by Experience

Other questionnaire items showed more clear differences between the survey
organizations. Figure 5 shows the effect of various types of listing procedures on
response propensity, versus listing alone on foot. Here, there are not only differences in the means by survey organization, particularly for listing in a car with
another person and on foot with another person, but the means are in the opposite
directions from the reference category, and the Census Bureau estimates are highly
variable compared to estimates from ISR. In this particular case, feedback showed
that Census Bureau experts did not see a link between listing method and response
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Figure 5

Estimated Betas for Listing Procedure by Organization

Figure 6

Estimated Betas for Likely Non-English Speaker by Organization
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propensity, resulting in highly variable responses. We discuss the additional expert
feedback that we received on the survey more in Section 5.
Figure 6 displays the distributions of the betas by survey organization for the
effect of evidence of a language other than English being spoken at home. Here,
Census Bureau experts feel that evidence has a more negative effect on response
propensity than ISR experts do. This may have to do with differences in the availability of bilingual interviewers or language specialists.
Understanding these similarities and differences is important for selecting
the most appropriate experts to interview. Depending on the survey of interest, it
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might be more important to select interviewers with specific skill sets, such as language specialties. It may also affect which questions are included on the questionnaire, or which priors are actually used in the prediction model. In the case of listing procedure, the feedback obtained might suggest ignoring the prior information
for some or all of the experts, and either using an uninformative prior or dropping
the variable from the model.

Comparison of Methods
For each quarter, we treated the final prediction of response propensity, based on
all accumulated contact data for the quarter, as the unbiased “target” prediction of
response propensity. For each method, we then generate daily estimates of bias and
RMSE with respect to the target prediction. Figures 7 to 12 display the performance
of the Bayesian method using expert elicitation (EXPERT) to the current data-only
method (Standard) and the precision-weighted prior Bayesian method (PWP) from
West et al. (2019) that incorporates historical data. Our primary interest was to
evaluate whether predictions generated using priors derived from expert opinion
would be of higher quality than those generated using current data only, assuming
historical data were not available for use. However, we were also interested in how
the priors from expert opinion perform versus priors from historical data, which
were evaluated in West et al. (2019). Because this was a retrospective analysis, we
were able to examine both of these questions. Figures 7, 9 and 11 present the summarized distributions of estimated bias, while Figures 8, 10, and 12 present the
summarized distributions of estimated RMSE.
Figures 7 and 8 focus on the early portion of data collection, from day 7
through day 30 (24 days). For each quarter, the 24 daily estimates of bias (Figure
7) or RMSE (Figure 8) were summarized using box plots. Early in data collection,
the expert elicitation (EXPERT) method has a small but inconsistent effect on the
bias and RMSE versus the standard method. For example, in quarters 19 and 20,
the EXPERT method results in mean, median, and intraquartile ranges of both the
bias and RMSE of the predictions that are slightly closer to zero than the Standard
method, signifying an improvement. However, in quarter 16, the EXPERT method
performs worse than the Standard method with respect to the mean and median
values of bias and RMSE, and delivers no improvement in quarter 17. Overall, however, neither the PWP nor the EXPERT method offer consistent improvement over
the Standard method early in data collection.
Figures 9 and 10 below represent the middle portion of data collection from
day 31 to day 60. Beginning on day 31, there are noticeable reductions in the bias
and RMSE of predictions for the EXPERT method. In all five quarters, the central tendencies of both the bias and the RMSE, as well as the intraquartile range,
are shifted towards zero versus the Standard method. Further, in quarter 19, nei-
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Figure 7

Bias in Response Propensities by Quarter (Early)

Figure 8

RMSE of Response Propensities by Quarter (Early)
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ther of the metrics have interquartile ranges that overlap between the Standard and
EXPERT methods. For the most part, the PWP method continues to perform at
least as well as the EXPERT method on measures of bias and RMSE, though the
EXPERT method is certainly competitive, particularly in quarters 18 and 20. Here,
unlike in the early portion of data collection, there is a clear benefit to using priors
from expert elicitation if historical data are not available.
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Bias in Response Propensities by Quarter (Mid)

Figure 10 RMSE of Response Propensities by Quarter (Mid)

During the final third of data collection, shown below in Figures 11 and 12,
we continue to see that the EXPERT method leads to reduced measures of bias
and RMSE versus the Standard method. These improvements are generally smaller
than those found in Figures 9 and 10. Over the course of data collection, as more
data are accumulated, it is likely that the Standard method improves in its ability to
predict response, leading to smaller differences between the Bayesian methods and
the Standard method. Additionally, it is more mixed as to whether the historical
method or the expert opinion method is superior.
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Figure 11 Bias in Response Propensities by Quarter (Late)

Figure 12 RMSE of Response Propensities by Quarter (Late)

These results show that for this application, the PWP method results in the
most consistent improvements in bias and RMSE of predictions of response propensity. However, the results also show that, in the absence of historical information,
predictions that incorporate expert opinion still generally outperform the standard
method, and can be a useful way to improve predictions of response propensity during data collection for the purposes of an RSD.
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Feedback from Survey Experts on Prior
Questionnaire Development
Within two weeks of receiving questionnaire responses, we elicited feedback from
experts in order to uncover issues with the questionnaire and identify potential
areas for improvement. The experts had feedback in three main areas: the concepts
identified in the questionnaire, how those concepts were translated into variables
and categorical subgroups, and the lack of anchor points throughout the questionnaire.
The design of the questionnaire was driven by the variables available from the
frame or from paradata. However, the concepts measured in the questionnaire did
not always match concepts considered by the recruited experts. In our questionnaire, the experts provided two examples of this issue. In one instance, the predictive covariates from existing data sources were not meaningful concepts for survey
managers. Mail Delivery Point Type is a categorical variable providing information
on how mail is delivered to an address. This variable comes from the commercially available data and has several different categories that were significant in the
variable selection model discussed in Section 3.2. However, when we included this
variable (and all significant categories) on the expert questionnaire, only three out
of 20 survey managers responded for any of the categories. During debriefing, survey managers explained that they did not have any experiential evidence that there
was a relationship between response propensity and mail delivery. As a result, the
survey managers generally declined to provide information for this concept.
On the other hand, survey managers explained that they do make use of
concepts that were not included on the questionnaire. When providing feedback,
one survey manager from the Census Bureau mentioned “perceived safety in a
neighborhood” as a predictor of response propensity. In this case, this category
was not included on the questionnaire because it was not a significant predictor in
the response propensity model described in Section 3.2. It may be worthwhile to
elicit information about predictors suggested by field experts, in order to capture
information about predictors the experts find informative or predictive. This would
allow confirmation that those particular items do not offer more explanatory power
than the items retained from the propensity model.
In addition to defining meaningful concepts, it was also important to translate
each concept into a variable that generated informative predictions, to the extent
possible. This included determining whether a variable should be categorical or
continuous, and, if categorical, how to define subgroups. Again, we found two clear
examples of this issue. First, there were some instances where the categories that
we provided in the expert questionnaire were not the same as those in the baseline
model. As an example, age of householder, sourced from the sampling frame, was
defined in the current model as having four categories: 18 - 44; 45 - 59; 60+; and
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Missing. In the questionnaire, we only included three categories to simplify the
response options: Under 50; 50+; and Missing. Age of the householder is provided
on the sampling frame as a continuous variable, so in this instance, the different
classifications posed no issues for generating predictions of response propensity.
However, if the questionnaire included categories that were not able to be derived
from the existing frame or paradata, the priors derived from expert information
would not easily translate to covariates in the existing data.
The survey experts also suggested that the functional form of some of our
variables was not ideal. For example, on the questionnaire, we asked the experts
to predict the change in attempt-level response rates for every $10,000 increase in
household income over the median. At least one expert suggested that the relationship was likely not linear, and a better way to elicit opinion might be categorical, such as using quartiles of household income. This would better represent what
the experts suggested, which was that the top and bottom quartiles of household
income would have a lower attempt-level response rate than those in the middle two
quartiles.
The experts also provided feedback regarding anchor points. In designing the questionnaire, we made a conscious decision to only include the overall
attempt-level response rate, 24%, in the introduction, leaving it up to respondents
to generate all subgroup level response rates. This was primarily to avoid generating anchoring bias among the survey expert responses. However, while survey
managers were comfortable ordering different subgroups of a variable, from highest to lowest predicted response rates, and even defining relative differences, they
were less comfortable defining an initial response rate for one category, in order to
then provide response rates that reflected the subgroup ordering and relative differences. We found evidence of this in the response data itself. Survey managers
provided responses for nearly all questions, but on occasion, the predicted response
rate ranges varied significantly (e.g., one manager might have all subgroup response
rates in a range of 20% to 40%, while another would provide responses in a range
of 60% or 80%). One survey manager suggested providing an anchor point for one
subgroup in the categorical variable, from which they could then provide the relative differences for the remainder of the subgroups. We provided an overall anchoring point in order to facilitate estimates of effect levels. The 24% value acts as an
“intercept” attempt-level response rate, from which specific categories of the questionnaire deviate. However, we did not provide any category-level anchor points
in an effort to avoid anchoring bias. There was a concern that if we provided the
overall attempt level response rate (24%) in addition to an anchor point for one
of the categories, the experts would focus on the relationships between categorical response rates and the overall response rates. For example, had we provided
the 24% overall attempt-level response rate, and a response rate of 35% for female
respondents, the expert may ignore their own expertise to provide a response rate
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around 13% in order to have the categorical response rates roughly match the overall attempt-level response rate. Our goal was to provide the minimum necessary
amount of background information to allow the experts to use their own judgement
to the fullest extent possible.

Discussion
We hypothesized that in the absence of historical survey data, survey researchers would be able to generate priors from the experiences of survey managers that
lead to improved predictions of response propensity over those made from just the
data available for the current round of data collection. The results of this study
demonstrate that eliciting expert opinion is a useful way to generate priors and
improve prediction of response propensities. Particularly after the first month of
the NSFG data collection process, priors generated from expert opinion resulted
in predictions of next-contact response propensity with both lower bias and RMSE
than predictions based on only current round data. One potential explanation for
why the Bayesian methods did not improve the predictions in the first month of data
collection is that the early experience in any quarter is highly variable. That is, in
Bayesian terms, the likelihood varies from quarter to quarter in the first few weeks.
The observed data are somewhat more stable after 30 days, but do not normally
align with the final model until near 60 days into the quarter. Hence, it is during
that interval – i.e. after the first 30 days but before the 60th day of the quarter – that
the prior information is most useful.
This prior elicitation process is significantly more involved than building
models from existing historical data. Developing a questionnaire, conducting data
collection with survey experts, aggregating and organizing the response data, and
generating priors may be time consuming, particularly as the number of covariates
increases. As a result, eliciting expert opinion for generating priors may not always
be the ideal solution. In our experience, the large majority of the time and effort was
spent on the initial development of the questionnaire. We would expect changes,
adaptations, and future implementations to require much less effort. Experts themselves spent, on average, less than an hour on the actual survey. Assuming a pay
rate of $50 per hour, the actual elicitation portion of the survey would cost roughly
$1,000. We can imagine numerous applications where this type of expenditure
would be worth this cost, as in the case where a new survey has a specific target
population that may not have coefficients well-estimated by the published literature. Further, this method may be useful for mathematically incorporating expert
opinion into predictions of response rates for budgetary purposes, sample sizes, and
power calculations. Given the high costs of face-to-face data collection, improved
response propensity predictions may help data collection managers make better
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decisions in an adaptive or responsive design framework. Evaluating of the ability
of predictions based on such an approach to improve data collection outcomes is an
interesting direction for future research. We are currently pursuing experimental
work in this area.
Through the process of designing and implementing the questionnaire,
debriefing the survey managers, and analyzing the collected data, we identified
four areas survey researchers should consider when developing and implementing
expert elicitation surveys. These areas include the selection of concepts for inclusion into the survey; the translation of those concepts into covariates and/or categories; the potential need for anchor points for categorical covariates; and lastly, the
selection of experts for the survey. Attention to these areas will lead to information
from experts that is more helpful for generating priors, which are ultimately combined with current data to generate posterior predictions of response propensity.
For this particular questionnaire, through debriefings and response analysis,
we observed several opportunities for improvement in the design process for expert
surveys. Mindful selection of concepts and the subsequent translation of categorical variables will help experts provide more informative prior expectations. By
working with experts to determine which data fields on the frame and in the paradata effectively translate to concepts used by survey managers, the value of the elicited information may increase. Additionally, it may uncover concepts used by survey managers when developing ad hoc expectations for response propensities that
are not currently provided by data systems. There may be an opportunity then for
expert opinion to motivate a modification of existing systems, either by appending
an additional piece of information from the survey frame (if available), or capturing
this concept in paradata, potentially through interviewer observations.
In order for experts to provide opinions on attempt level response rates for a
survey, particularly when they are unfamiliar with the exact topic questionnaire, it
may be helpful to provide context to the survey managers about general attemptlevel response rates, or even provide an anchor point for one category of a variable.
Providing an anchor point for a particular subgroup may be a reasonable solution
to this issue, but it may increase anchoring bias in the remainder of the experts’
responses. Additionally, in the case of categorical covariates in a logistic regression, it may not be absolutely critical. Generating priors requires constructing odds
ratios, using one subgroup as a reference category. Because of this, odds ratios
focus on the relative difference between a category of interest and a baseline category more than point estimates of response propensities provided by the survey
managers. As a result, if the ordering and relative differences are accurate, that may
be sufficient for generating relatively useful priors.
Associated with this is the fact that continuous variables were queried about
on a linear scale, while the logistic regression modeling assumes a log-odds scale.
For categorical variables this transformation is straightforward, since there is only
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a fixed set of options for the categorical variable to take; for continuous covariates,
however, extrapolations outside of the specific values considered lead to different
predictions. Thus, if an expert suggests that an additional contact attempt increasing the probability of a successful contact from 5% from a 24% baseline, this yields
a beta parameter of 0.26; thus five contact attempts increase the odds of contact to
54%, instead of the 49% on the linear scale, and to 81% after transformation from
the log-odds scale for 10 contact attempts, vs. 74% on the original linear scale.
Hossack, Hayes and Barry (2017) have proposed eliciting priors at a series of quantiles of the continuous predictor values in order to better approximate the log-odds
transformation; we leave this as a future extension.
An iterative process to address these issues is difficult to carry out without collaboration with the targeted experts and may not be possible in all situations. However, if it is possible to first validate a questionnaire with some experts, keeping
in mind the potential biases like overconfidence and anchoring biases, the resulting questionnaire may have more predictive power. Similarly, the SHELF method,
proposed by O’Hagan (2019) relies on a significant amount of interaction with the
experts throughout the elicitation process in order to elicit a probability distribution
form each expert. While this method can be highly informative, providing both a
point estimate and a measure of uncertainty for each expert’s opinion, the number
of items in our questionnaire would not have allowed for this level of individual
interaction.
We also used the variability in the point estimates across our sample of experts
to determine the variability in the prior distribution. This simplified the task of constructing the prior, since the experts were required only to supply point estimates,
not estimates of uncertainty. This required a relatively large sample size of experts
compared to many such elicitation studies. It also allowed us to take advantage of
the Central Limit Theorem to utilize a normally-distributed prior, which in turn
allowed more direct comparisons with West et al. (2019); alternatively, more heavytailed priors (e.g., t-distributions with small degrees of freedom) could be used. We
did not rescale the prior to account for this sample size; one could construct a prior

based on a “pseudo-sample size” of m by multiplying SE β
in (4) by n / m
jk
(that is, standard deviation of the arithmetic mean by the square root of m rather
than the square root of the actual number of respondents). Alternatively, one could
elicit estimates of uncertainty as well as point estimates from the expert sample,
and use information for both the direct elicitation and the sampling variability to
construct the variance of the prior; we leave this to future research.
A limitation of our approach is that we used historical data to determine the
key covariates to include in our survey of experts. We did this in order to make a
fair comparison with historical data in our analysis, but in practice one might at
best have data available from other studies with greater or lesser degrees of similarity. Indeed, one might have no historical data whatsoever from which to build a
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propensity model, in which case one would have to rely on experts’ opinion about
potentially predictive items to develop an effective model for response propensity.
As noted in Section 5, querying experts for the key covariates may have advantages
over model selection, even if historical data is available from similar studies.
Finally, it is important to elicit expert opinion from appropriate individuals,
based on the survey characteristics. Experts at ISR were identified through discussions with survey managers to identify appropriate individuals. At the Census
Bureau, we worked with senior leadership in the Field Directorate to identify the
two “most knowledgeable” survey managers in each of the six regional offices. This
provided geographic coverage over the entire country and, we hoped, significant
experience in demographic surveys that could be translated into priors for response
propensity prediction. We did not include any other requirements in our identification of survey managers for interview. After collecting responses, we found that
survey experience ranged anywhere from ‘0-4 years’ to ’15 or more years’, and
we found potential correlations between experience and predictions of attemptlevel response rates predictions for some covariates. Due to the small sample size,
we cannot conclude that these correlations are meaningful. However, it is useful
to consider whether additional requirements would be useful when identifying
experts. Relevant experience, either with respect to survey topic (e.g., health, education, etc.), operations (e.g., multimode vs. in-person interviewer-administered), or
other characteristics, may lead to more informative expert opinion for incorporating into priors.
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Appendix
Table A1

Significant predictors of screener response propensity in the final
discrete time logit model for call-level data from the eight most
recent quarters, after applying backward selection (n = 119,981 calls;
Nagelkerke pseudo R-squared = 0.09; AUC = 0.66).

Predictor
Intercept
Mail Delivery Point Type: Missing
Mail Delivery Point Type: A
Mail Delivery Point Type: B
Mail Delivery Point Type: C
Interviewer-Judged Eligibility: Missing
Interviewer-Judged Eligibility: No
Segment Listed: Car Alone
PSU Type: Non Self-Representing
PSU Type: Self-Representing (Not Largest 3 MSAs)
Previous Call: Contact
Previous Call: Different Window
Previous Call: Building Ever Locked
Previous Call: Building Locked
Previous Call: Strong Concerns Expressed
Previous Call: No Contact
Previous Call: Other Contact, No Concerns Expressed
Previous Call: Concerns Expressed
Previous Call: Soft Appointment
Previous Call: Call Window Sun.-Thurs. 6pm-10pm
Previous Call: Call Window Fri.-Sat. 6pm-10pm
No Access Problems in Segment
Evidence of Other Languages (not Spanish)
Census Division: G
Census Division: B
Census Division: D
Census Division: H
Census Division: C
Census Division: F
Census Division: E
Census Division: A
Contacts: None
Contacts: 1

Coefficient

Standard
Error

-2.56
0.08
0.03
-0.04
-0.09
2.46
0.63
0.03
0.06
0.03
3.97
-0.12
0.32
2.16
0.26
2.26
-1.35
-1.58
-1.03
0.07
0.08
-0.05
-0.09
-0.14
-0.32
-0.22
-0.24
-0.20
-0.27
-0.20
-0.19
-0.68
-0.54

0.32
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.10
0.07
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.28
0.02
0.05
0.14
0.04
0.13
0.25
0.26
0.30
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.24
0.22
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Predictor
Contacts: 2 to 4
Segment Domain: <10% Black, <10% Hispanic
Segment Domain: >10% Black, <10% Hispanic
Segment Domain: <10% Black, >10% Hispanic
Percentage of Segment Non-Eligible (Census Data)
Interviewer-Estimated Segment Eligibility Rate
Interviewer-Estimated Household Eligible
Segment Type: All Residential
Log(Number of Calls Made)
Log(Number of Calls Made) x No. Prev. Contacts
CML* HoH Age: 35-64
CML Adult Count: Missing
CML Adult Count: 1
CML Adult Count: 2
CML Asian in HH: Missing
CML Asian in HH: No
CML HoH Gender: Missing
CML HoH Gender: Female
CML HoH Income: $35k-$70k
CML HoH Income: less than $35k
CML HH Own/Rent: Missing
CML HH Own/Rent: Owned
CML Age of 2nd Person: Missing
CML Age of 2nd Person: 18-44
No Respondent Comments
Non-Contacts: None
Non-Contacts: 1
Non-Contacts: 2-4
Occupancy Rate of PSU
Respondent Other Concerns
Physical Impediment to Housing Unit: Locked
Day of Quarter
Respondent Concerns Expressed: None
Respondent Concerns Expressed: Once
Single Family Home / Townhome
Structure with 2-9 Units
Structure with 10+ Units
Respondent Concern: Survey Voluntary?
Respondent Concern: Too Old

191

Coefficient
-0.42
-0.04
-0.04
0.01
-0.01
-0.55
-0.09
0.04
-0.60
-0.04
-0.12
-0.13
-0.09
0.01
0.21
0.20
-0.03
-0.01
0.12
0.14
-0.06
-0.02
-0.13
-0.15
0.08
-0.51
-0.25
-0.03
-0.26
0.18
-0.35
0.01
-1.25
0.15
-0.22
-0.29
-0.21
-0.46
0.60

* CML denotes that the variable came from a commercial data source.

Standard
Error
0.19
0.02
0.02
0.03
<0.01
0.12
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.08
0.05
0.03
0.10
0.06
0.03
<0.01
0.15
0.09
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.15
0.15
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Table A2

(

( ))

 , SE β

Normal Prior Definitions, β
, for all predictors included
jk
jk
in the NSFG response propensity model described in Section 3.2.
The table notes which categories served as reference categories in the
prior generation process, and also notes how many responses (out of a
maximum of 20) that we received for each category.
All Respondents (max n = 20)

Questions and Categories
Gender of Primary Householder (vs. Male)
Female
Missing
Age of Primary Householder (vs. 50 or Over)
< 50
Missing
Number of Adults in HH (vs. 2 or More)
1
Missing
Race/Ethnicity of Primary Householder (vs. Asian)
White
Black
Hispanic
Other
Missing
Household Income Effect
+$10,000
Masked Census Division (vs. Region I)
G
B
D
H
C
F
E
A
Race/Ethnicity Sampling Domain (vs. > 10% Black, >
10% Hispanic)
< 10% Black, < 10% Hispanic
> 10% Black, < 10% Hispanic
< 10% Black, > 10% Hispanic
Access Problems (vs. Other)
Locked Buildings/Gated Communities

Count of
Responses

Mean
Beta

StdErr
Beta

20
14

0.336
-0.465

0.063
0.257

20
15

-0.370
-0.831

0.108
0.293

20
12

0.066
-0.732

0.198
0.219

18
18
18
13
12

0.532
-0.031
-0.118
-0.348
-0.326

0.121
0.173
0.112
0.233
0.292

17

0.466

0.235

14
14
14
14
14
15
15
16

0.020
-0.205
0.041
0.060
0.133
0.294
0.057
-0.050

0.129
0.138
0.141
0.161
0.170
0.150
0.145
0.192

16
16
16

0.696
0.535
0.364

0.202
0.132
0.143

19

-0.687

0.190
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All Respondents (max n = 20)
Questions and Categories
Seasonal Hazardous Conditions
Unimproved Roads
None
Evidence of Non-English Languages (vs. No)
Yes
Neighborhood Age Effect
10 years older than national average
Occupancy Rate Effect
10% increase in occupancy rates
PSU Type (vs. Major Metropolitan Area)
Minor Metropolitan Area
Not Metropolitan
Listing Procedure (vs. On Foot Alone)
On Foot With Someone
In a Car Alone
In a Car With Someone
Structure Type (vs. Other)
Single Family Home
Structure with 2-9 Units
Structure with 10+ Units
Mobile Home
Delivery Type (vs. Other)
Curbline
Neighborhood Delivery Collection Box
Central
Missing
Physical Impediments (vs. Other)
Locked Entrance
Doorperson or Gatekeeper
Access controlled via Intercom
None
Attempt-Level Concerns Expressed (vs. No Concerns)
Concerns Expressed on Previous Attempt
Concerns Expressed Not on Previous but Prior
Attempt
Strong Concerns Ever Expressed
Attempt-Level Contact (vs. Never Contacted)
Contacted at Previous Attempt
Not Previous but Prior Contact

Count of
Responses

Mean
Beta

StdErr
Beta

18
17
10

-0.418
0.267
1.091

0.153
0.164
0.189

15

-0.725

0.163

17

0.520

0.099

16

0.187

0.170

18
17

0.155
0.398

0.155
0.158

11
11
11

0.787
-0.066
0.795

0.607
0.135
0.614

5
5
5
5

1.172
0.788
0.600
0.728

0.567
0.602
0.617
0.462

3
3
3
3

0.917
0.199
0.069
0.000

0.590
0.289
0.384
0.000

19
19
19
14

-0.096
-0.627
-0.371
1.076

0.206
0.117
0.106
0.155

17
17

-1.347
-1.451

0.434
0.244

15

-2.228

0.593

15
15

1.367
1.009

0.329
0.298
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All Respondents (max n = 20)
Questions and Categories
Contact Observations (vs. Other)
Ever Said „Too Old“
Comment re: Voluntary Nature of Survey
Any Other Comments
Never Made Comment
Day of Field Period Effect
Change in RR for Each Day of Field Period
Call Window (vs. Weekday Day)
Weekday Evening
Weekend Day
Weekend Evening
Ever Requested Call-Back/Soft Appointment (vs. No)
Yes
Concatct Attempt Effect
Change in RR for Each Additional Contact
Contact*Contact Interaction Effect
Change in RR for Each Add‘l Call*Contact

Count of
Responses

Mean
Beta

StdErr
Beta

14
17
14
13

-0.532
0.335
0.118
0.325

0.336
0.489
0.182
0.205

12

0.213

0.078

19
19
19

1.203
1.052
0.426

0.193
0.166
0.220

18

0.564

0.339

17

-0.058

0.109

13

0.177

0.228
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Multi-factorial survey experiments have become a well-established tool in the social
sciences, mostly because they combine experimental design features (i.e. randomization) with the advantages of heterogeneous respondent samples (i.e. large and/
or random samples that enable the estimation of heterogeneous treatment effects).
In these survey experiments participants respond to descriptions of hypothetical
objects or situations (vignettes). Within the vignettes, factors (dimensions) vary
experimentally in their levels. The experimental variation allows an analysis of
dimensions’ causal influence on the responses (normative judgments or hypothetical decisions). At the same time, as the experiment is embedded in a survey, it is a
tool to reach heterogeneous respondent samples and to analyze differences in attitudes or behavioral intentions across social groups. During the last years increasing numbers of studies have been published indicating that multi-factorial survey
experiments became more and more a standard tool in social sciences (Auspurg &
Hinz, 2015; for multifactorial, “conjoint” survey experiments in political sciences:
Hainmueller, Hangartner, & Yamamoto, 2015).
Whenever implementing such experiments, researchers make decisions about
multiple design features. Previous research focused on the complexity (number of
dimensions and vignettes; see Auspurg, Hinz, & Liebig, 2009; Sauer, Auspurg,
Hinz, & Liebig, 2011), sampling techniques (Atzmüller & Steiner, 2010; Dülmer,
2007, 2016), survey mode (Weinberg, Freese, & McElhattan, 2014), methods of
data analyses (Hox, Kreft, & Hermkens, 1991), and external validity (Hainmueller
et al., 2015; Petzold & Wolbring, 2019). Our study extends this literature by inves-
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tigating the effects of three fundamental design features on the data quality which
received little attention so far: first, presenting the vignettes in a running text vs.
table format; second, using open response scales vs. rating scales with closed ends;
and third, a random or systematic (extreme-cases-first) order of the vignettes presented to the respondents. The first two design features are crucial for all researchers in the field as they must decide how to present information and choose (at least)
one answering scale. The third question about the vignette order is additionally
important for the large bulk of applications with multiple vignettes per respondent:
Researchers typically ask respondents to evaluate several (e.g., 10 or 20) vignettes
(for a review of applications, see Wallander, 2009). As we will explain in more
detail below, in these cases ordering the vignettes in systematic (instead of random)
way is seen as a promising tool to avoid censored responses, but there are so far no
empirical evaluations.
In the literature, there are some guidelines for the construction of multifactorial experiments to gather most reliable and valid results (Auspurg & Hinz, 2015;
Jasso, 2006; Sauer, Auspurg, Hinz, Liebig, & Schupp, 2014). The findings of our
study provide additional insights as so far only few studies contrasted a text and
tabular format (Shamon, Dülmer, & Giza, 2019), an open and a rating scale (Auspurg & Hinz, 2015), and/or different vignette orders within the same experimental
design.

Background: Why Should the Design Features
Make a Difference?
Presentation Style. Vignettes used in multi-factorial survey experiments typically
describe hypothetical situations or persons by a running text, i.e. a paragraph of one
or several full sentences (see, Auspurg & Hinz, 2015, pp. 69-72). By doing so, the
vignettes describe short scenarios close to ‘real-life-stories,’ which is seen as a main
advantage of this presentation style. Moreover, it allows for a very subtle, indirect
question format that can be useful to investigate sensitive topics (Auspurg, Hinz,
Liebig, & Sauer, 2015). An alternative style would be a table format that only shows
the dimensions and levels and avoids additional text. This presentation style is frequently used in conjoint studies and choice experiments, i.e. multi-factorial survey
experiments that prevail in marketing research and economics. Critical about this
tabular presentation style might be the more abstract question format which is not
embedded in a story. Further possible limitations exist with respondents more likely
using heuristics or being more prone to social desirability bias when the dimensions
are presented more evidently in tables instead of being ‘hidden’ in smooth stories.
However, there are also lots of advantages of tables: The format might minimize
respondents’ cognitive burden by reducing the reading task. Information presented
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in tables can be assessed faster and should therefore economize on survey time.
Additionally, table formats provide an appealing alternative to running text if one
wants to randomize the order of the dimensions to neutralize potential effects of the
dimension order (such as primacy and recency effects, see Auspurg & Jäckle, 2017).
Vignette dimensions can more easily be rotated in a tabular format, as the order is
no longer specific to the syntax of a language. In text vignettes, moreover, respondents might simply overlook some dimensions, which would obviously invalidate
results gained by such experiments. Thus, even though running texts are mostly
used in multi-factorial survey experiments so far, table formats may be a versatile
alternative. So far, one study investigated differences between tabular vignettes and
text vignettes using an online quota sample (Shamon et al., 2019) and finds no differences between the two methods regarding response inconsistency and processing time but more missing values (including refusals to answer any vignette at all)
for text vignettes especially for respondents with lower educational degrees.
Response Scales. There are several ways to measure the responses to the
vignette stimuli (see Auspurg & Hinz, 2015, pp. 64-67; Wallander, 2009). We
tested the most frequently used response scales of vignette studies in the social sciences, an ordered rating scale (in our case an 11-point scale) against an open scale,
also known as magnitude scale (Jasso, 2006; Sauer et al., 2011). The advantage of
rating scales is that they are easily accessible for respondents as they are frequently
used in various types of survey questions and, therefore, represent a standard tool
of survey research. However, obviously, the range of values is restricted by the
predefined minimum and maximum of such a scale. For this reason, ceiling effects
might occur: In particular, when respondents have to rate multiple vignettes, they
might not be able to express a more nuanced judgement that is located between to
scale points or that goes beyond the scale’s minimum or maximum. The resulting
censored responses would lead to a systematic underestimation of the effects of
vignette dimensions (i.e. there is a lower statistical power to detect the vignette
dimensions’ impact). Open (magnitude) scales that have no limits are deemed to
overcome such ceiling effects and also to provide more fine-grained, metric values
(Jasso, 2006). The drawback is that these scales likely cause a higher cognitive
burden for the respondents. Open (magnitude) scales have been frequently used
and recommended for multi-factorial survey experiments and conjoint analyses (for
an overview, see Liebig, Sauer, & Friedhoff, 2015), but tests of their reliability are
missing. (To best of our knowledge, the only systematic evaluation for multi-factorial survey experiments exists with a small marketing survey, a conjoint analysis,
with 100 respondents in the U.S.; see Teas 1987.)
Vignette Order. The use of a random order of vignettes allows neutralizing
possible effects of a fixed vignette order (such as carry-over, learning or fatigue
effects). However, to avoid ceiling effects, some authors alternatively presented the
vignettes in a systematic order, starting with the most extreme vignette cases. The
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reason for this recommendation is that beginning with the vignettes likely to provoke the most extreme reactions could help to calibrate respondents regarding the
end points of closed-ended rating scales (Auspurg & Hinz, 2015). Yet one drawback
is that the researchers must decide which vignettes respondents may perceive as
extreme cases. Systematic comparisons of both orders are lacking.
Interactions between the design features. Although it is not the core question
of this study, our orthogonal, multi-factorial experimental design also allows us to
test interaction effects between all three design features. The vignette order and
response scales might have a different impact for tabular vignettes with a clearstructured presentation format compared to text vignettes, where respondents
might be less aware of all dimensions. Similarly, the use of an extreme-case-first
order might be especially effective in combination with closed-ended rating scales
that are more prone to ceiling effects.

Data and Methods
We fully crossed all three design features (text/tables, response scales, and vignette
order), leading to a 2 x 2 x 2 between-subject experiment (the between-subject
design was chosen to not distract the respondents with changing scales or presentation styles). The substantive issue of the factorial survey module was the fairness
of earnings of hypothetical full-time employees. The analysis sample consisted of
408 bachelor students of social sciences, 177 men and 231 women. All participants
were recruited in 2008 in social science courses at 27 German universities and
then randomly allocated to one of the 8 different experimental cells.1 Depending on
the local conditions, respondents could answer to the online survey (CASI) either
during their course or afterwards in their free time. The questionnaire started with
some socio-demographic questions, e.g., about the field of studies. The vignette
module started with an introductory screen that provided shortly some general
information on the hypothetical employees that was held constant for all vignette
persons, such as their weekly working hours (40 hours). The following vignette
module included 20 vignettes for each respondent. Table 1 provides the realized
numbers of observations (rated vignettes) and number of participants per experimental cell.
In the vignettes, information on hypothetical employees participating in the
German labor market was presented. The 8 dimensions (including the gross earnings) were selected close to prior factorial survey studies in the substantive field
1

The data collection was part of a larger project that investigated multiple methodological issues of multi-factorial survey experiments such as effects of the number of dimensions and levels, mode effects, and the reliability of measurement. Participating
universities were recruited via personal contacts to the PIs.
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Table 1

Number of Vignettes and Respondents (in Parentheses) per
Experimental Cell
Type of scale
Rating scale

Presentation of
dimensions

Random
order

Text

1,087 (56)

1,044 (53)

916 (47)

839 (45)

Table

1,159 (58)

1,099 (55)

886 (47)

865 (47) 4,009 (207)

Total

2,246 (114)

2,143 (108)

1,802 (94)

Table 2

Extreme cases
first

Open scale
Random
order

Extreme cases
first

1,704 (92)

Total
3,886 (201)
7,895 (408)

Vignette Dimensions and their Levels

# Dimensions

(Number of) levels

1 Age

(4) 30, 40, 50, 60 years

2 Sex

(2) male, female

3 Degree

(3) without degree, vocational degree, university degree

4 Occupation

(10) unskilled worker, door(wo)man, engine driver, clerk, hairdresser, social worker, software engineer, electrical engineer,
business manager, medical doctor

5 Experience

(2) short on, much

6 Tenure

(2) entered recently, entered a long time ago

7 Children

(5) no child, 1 child, 2, 3, 4 children

8 Earnings

(10) values from 500 to 15.000 Euros

(e.g., Jasso & Rossi, 1977; Shepelak & Alwin, 1986). Table 2 shows all dimensions
and levels. Each vignette was presented on a single screen page. The task for the
respondents was to assess the justice of the gross earnings. Respondents had the
possibility to skip evaluations (no forced evaluations) and to return to vignettes
evaluated before if they wanted to change their evaluation. About 92 percent of
vignettes were visited only once, thus, respondents did not change their ratings. In
8 percent of the cases people went back to previous screens to change their judgements. Screenshots of some exemplary vignettes are provided in Online-Appendix,
Part A.
We used a sample of vignettes as the full-factorial of all combinations of
dimension levels would yield 48,000 vignettes. Our selection of 240 vignettes (12
decks à 20 vignettes) was based on the D-efficiency criterion (Kuhfeld, Tobias,
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& Garratt, 1994). With this sampling method, it is possible to find a selection of
vignettes in which correlations between dimensions are minimized (overall and
within the different decks; criterion of orthogonality). At the same time, it is
ensured that all levels of each dimension appear similarly often (criterion of level
balance). Both criteria ensure that one receives a sample that allows to estimate
coefficients efficiently and unbiased. Illogical and very implausible combinations
were excluded, like medical doctors without a university degree.2 (For a detailed
description of the sampling method and comparisons with alternative designs, see
Auspurg & Hinz, 2015).
The experimental manipulations were set-up as follows: The running text
vignettes were programmed as shown in the sample vignette presented in Figure
A1 in the Appendix A. The table format was programmed with 4 rows and 2 columns showing the dimensions and their levels (Figure A2_1 and A2_2). In these
table vignettes, the order of dimensions was fixed to have equivalent conditions as
in the text vignettes.
The answering scales were programmed in two versions with an 11-point rating scale versus an open (magnitude) scale. The rating scale had the standard format used in previous vignette studies with the scale running from -5 (unfairly too
low) over zero (fair) up to +5 (unfairly too high). For the magnitude scale, we implemented a design very similar to that described in a prominent instruction on factorial surveys (Jasso, 2006).3 This answering scale followed a three-step procedure
(shown in Figure A2_1 and A2_2) as it is recommended in the literature (Jasso,
2006). First, respondents evaluated if the earnings of the vignette person were just
or unjust. If respondents rated the earnings to be just, they approached to the next
vignette. If respondents evaluated the earnings to be unjust, they answered in a
second step whether the earnings were too high or too low. In a third step the participants were asked to specify the amount of injustice. Respondents could use their
own unrestricted continuum of numbers that express their perception of injustice
best for this evaluation step. Based on the insights of psychophysics (Stevens, 1975)
these numbers are deemed to be metric evaluations. To have a reference point for
these evaluations across respondents, a calibration vignette, which was the same for
all respondents, was added in front of the vignette decks in the magnitude-split; i.e.
all respondents first had to evaluate this calibration vignette (see Jasso (2006) for an
in-depth description of this approach). For data analyses, these three response variables were transformed into one joint measurement following Jasso (2006): First,
the ratings were combined within one numeric scale with zeros describing perfect
justice, negative numbers describing under-reward and positive numbers describing
2
3

Plausible interaction terms have been orthogonalized (Resolution-IV-design). The Defficiency of the 240 vignettes sampled was 91.
The method is based on psychophysics (Stevens, 1975) and has been applied in many
factorial survey studies (for an overview in the justice literature, see Liebig et al., 2015).
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over-reward. Second, the number continuums used by different respondents were
calibrated by dividing these numbers by the rating of the calibration vignette.4
Regarding the variation of the vignette order, respondents evaluated in the first
condition vignettes that were ordered randomly. For each respondent, the random
order of the 20 vignettes in their deck was generated by a random number generator (we used the statistical software Stata). The second condition was an extremecases-first order. In this split, first, again for each respondent a random order of the
twenty vignettes was generated. After the randomization, the order was manipulated by moving the two most extreme vignette cases (high underpayment and high
overpayment) to the beginning of the vignette module. The driving dimensions for
the selection of these extreme cases were the “gross earnings” and “occupation”:
We selected the two vignette cases that showed the highest (lowest) earnings given
what is common in Germany for the respective occupations. To determine these
cases’ earnings, we used official information about the actual earnings by occupation from labor market data in Germany.5 Information on earnings per occupation
was chosen because existing surveys (and also our survey) showed that respondents in Germany account in their justice evaluations very strongly for what people
realistically earn in different occupations. Therefore, these two vignettes could be
expected to evoke extreme ratings in both directions (over- and underpaid). Putting them first is thought to lessen ceiling effects in later judgments of less extreme
vignettes (Garret, 1982; O’Toole, Webster, O’Toole, & Lucal, 1999).6
Data Analyses. Data were analyzed using linear multi-level (random-intercept)
regressions, with vignette evaluations at level 1 and respondents at level 2. The outcome variable was the vignette ratings of the respondents. To make estimates based
on the open (magnitude) scale comparable to those based on the rating scale, all
ratings were z-standardized. As input variables we used the vignette dimensions
described in Table 2. The dimensions “degree” and “occupation” were included as
dummy sets.
To identify if design features affected the importance of different dimensions
for the judgements, we chose the following strategy: For each experimental split,
the 17 coefficients were interacted with a binary-indicator for the two design variants (text vs. table format, rating vs. open scale, random order vs. extreme cases
4
5

6

The calibration has the drawback that one needs valid values in these first judgments.
In our study 11 respondents produced missing values and 9 respondents evaluated the
first vignette as just (0) and could therefore not be used for the calibration.
When there were several extreme vignette earnings in a deck (i.e. vignette earnings
were at least for two vignettes twice or even three times the mean actual earnings for
this occupation) we additionally used information on the educational degrees to determine the two most “extreme” under-/overpaid vignette cases.
Extremely under-rewarded vignette persons were, e.g., medical doctors with meagre
earnings; extremely over-rewarded vignettes persons were, e.g., unskilled workers with
top-earnings.
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first) to test for significant differences. Control variables included the respective
other design features as well as respondent’s sex and the university where the survey took place (26 dummies). We estimated linear multi-level regressions,7 postestimation tests were used to assess differences by our three experimental conditions. We employed χ2-tests for the null hypotheses that the interaction terms of
vignette dimensions with the binary design indicator are (jointly) zero (this “omnibus” hypotheses test of that there are no differences at all is known as “Chow test”,
see Wooldridge, 2003). We report Sidak-adjusted p-values to account for multiple
comparisons.
To check how design features affected response quality, we evaluated standard
parameters to assess the response quality, such as the proportions of missing values
with logistic regressions. In these analyses, we also explored two-way interactions
between the different design features (e.g. between style of presentation and response
scales). Moreover, we investigated response times and response consistency. General criteria to evaluate design features refer to the cognitive burden they impose
on respondents. Obviously, the time respondents need to provide vignette evaluations serve as a proxy for the cognitive effort needed. We compare response times
(measured during data collection for each of the 20 vignettes) by design splits and
expect the scales to make a difference. For the analysis of response times we used
median regression (Parente & Santos Silva, 2016). The consistency of responses is
measured by another proxy, namely, the squared residuals following the procedure
of Shamon et al. (2019) and Sauer et al. (2011). Lower values of squared residuals
(given the same set of vignette dimensions for all respondents) are equal to a higher
consistency in evaluations. While there are inter-individual differences (which are
not at focus of this paper but see Auspurg, Hinz, & Liebig 2009) we assume again
that the open scale is accompanied by less consistency. All data analyses were done
with the statistical software Stata version 14.2 (StataCorp., 2013). The graphs were
created with the user-written Stata ado coefplot (Jann, 2014).

Results
Before we report the results of the methods experiments, we take a quick look at
the substantive results to check their plausibility based on the empirical justice literature. Respondents’ evaluations led to plausible effects of vignette dimensions
on justice evaluations and were in line with prior factorial survey experiments in
the field of pay fairness: E.g., vignette persons were considered as being the more
7

Note, we used a Generalized Least Square (GLS) estimation that leads to approximately similar results as Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation but makes no assumption
about the distribution of the unit-specific error term. The results reported here are not
affected by the estimation algorithm (GLS or ML) and lead to the same results.
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likely underpaid, the higher their educational degree, labor market experience, and
occupational prestige; and the lower their gross earnings. The substantive findings
of these regression results are presented in Appendix B.

Effects on the Impact of Vignette Dimensions
What is more interesting for the study at hand: Did the results (effect sizes of dimensions) depend on the experimentally varied method features like the way vignettes
were presented or had to be evaluated by respondents? Table 3 shows the differences across our three experimental splits (the underlying, substantive regression
models and their interpretation are provided in Appendix B). Model 1 reports the
results for table vs. text vignettes. The non-significant χ2-values indicate that there
are no differences in the effects of vignette dimensions on respondents’ judgements
between the two presentation styles. Moreover, the insignificant joint test reported
in the last row of the table suggests that the two design variants (text or tables)
produce similar results. Model 2 shows the differences in coefficients for open vs.
rating scales. Of the 8 dimensions, 5 were found to show significant differences
between the two scales and the highly significant joint test at the bottom of the
table also indicated that the two scales produced strikingly different results. This
difference will be analyzed in more detail in the subsequent paragraph. Note, even
with an alternative categorical coding of the dependent variables (with three categories: under-rewarded, fair, over-rewarded) differences remained (see Appendix
C), meaning that differences were not driven by outliers of the open (continuous)
scale. Model 3 focuses on the splits in which the order of the vignettes was varied.
Results show that differences (interaction effects) – both being tested separately or
jointly – are statistically insignificant. That is, we did not observe any significant
differences between coefficients estimated with a random order of vignettes or with
extreme cases first. This result remains stable also in case of restricting the analysis
sample only to respondents who did not change previous ratings (92 percent of the
sample).

Response Quality of Response Scales and Vignette Orders
The analyses so far showed that only the choice of the answering scale had a significant impact on the regression results. The question follows, which scale performed
better? Additional analyses revealed that the number of missing values was remarkably higher in evaluations made with the open scale than with the rating scale.
Within the rating split, 4,389 vignettes were evaluated and 131 (2.9 %) vignettes
were not. Within the magnitude split, 3,816 vignettes were rated and 344 (8.3 %)
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Tests for Design Effects on the Impact of Vignette Dimensions

df
Experimental variation x sex
1
Experimental variation x age
1
Experimental variation x degree
2
Experimental variation x children
1
Experimental variation x experience 1
Experimental variation x tenure
1
Experimental variation x earnings
1
Experimental variation x occupation 9
Overall
17

M1
Presentation:
table vs. text

M2
Open vs.
rating scale

M3
Extreme cases
vs. random

χ2

χ2

χ2

0.399
0.521
6.111*
5.716*
10.454**
0.001
75.107***
37.828***
177.836***

0.004
1.221
1.402
2.319
0.095
1.312
1.613
5.011
17.766

3.170
2.381
0.823
0.219
0.386
1.370
0.003
9.356
22.497

Notes. Tests after multi-level (random-intercept) regressions with interaction terms; df:
degrees of freedom of the respective vignette dimension; reference category M1: text vignettes; M2: rating scale; M3 random order; Controlled for further experimental manipulations, respectively, and respondents’ sex and place of survey (26 dummies for the universities). N_vignettes = 7895; N_respondents = 408; Sidak-adjusted p-values; * p < .05; ** p <
.01; *** p < .001.

vignettes were not.8 This difference indicates that the respondents had more problems (or were less cooperative) with the open scale with its three-step rating procedure. Table 4 shows the coefficients of a logistic regression on the probability of
missing values and reveals that missing values were only significantly more likely
with open scales (Model 1). As shown in Models 2-4, there were also no significant
interactions between the type of scale and presentation style or vignette order, indicating the open scale to be the main driver of missing values.
Besides the probability of missing values, the share of explained variance
(overall R² in Stata) of the linear multiple regression model (see Appendix B2) – as
another measure of response quality – was remarkably lower with the open scale
(R² = .11) than with the rating scale (R² = .51) indicating that a lot of noise in the
data collected with the open scale affected the precision of estimation.
8

Note: 8,680 potential judgments = 4,389 valid rating scale judgments + 131 missing
rating scale judgments + 3,506 valid open scale judgements + 344 missing open scale
judgments + 310 missings because of failed calibration. The analysis of missing values
only includes missings (131 + 344) that were produced by the respondents. The actual
missings for the analysis of the open scale split were even higher due to the lost cases
through the calibration.
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Table 4

Logistic Regressions of the Probability of Missing Values (1 = yes) in
Dependence of Design Features
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Style (ref. text)

-0.039
(0.391)

-0.165
(0.736)

-0.023
(0.562)

-0.042
(0.390)

Answering scale (ref. rating scale)

1.104*
(0.432)

1.019
(0.572)

1.104*
(0.431)

0.932
(0.592)

Order (ref. random order)

0.042
(0.390)

0.041
(0.390)

0.058
(0.539)

-0.214
(0.737)

Style * answering scale

0.176
(0.867)

Style * order

-0.033
(0.780)

Order * answering scale

0.359
(0.869)

Constant

-3.512***
(0.458)

-3.450***
(0.500)

-3.520***
(0.483)

-3.391***
(0.503)

McFaddens Pseudo R²
Nvignettes
Nrespondents

0.034
8680
434

0.034
8680
434

0.034
8680
434

0.035
8680
434

Notes. β-coefficients (log-odds) with cluster-robust (cluster=respondent) standard errors in
parentheses. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Proposed advantages of open scales are that they allow for more nuanced,
fine-grained ratings of respondents. However, it is unclear if the respondents use
the scale in the intended (metric) way. Table 5 shows the 10 most frequent values
gained from the open scale. As it can be seen, respondents frequently used rough,
rounded numbers (such as 100, 1000) to express their perception of injustice and
did not fully exploit the open continuum of the scale.
Open scales are particularly deemed to perform better regarding the prevention of ceiling effects that could occur especially in a random order design. Table 6
provides the tests for differences in regression coefficients by vignette order separately for both scales. We use the multi-level linear regression models (shown in
Model 1 and Model 3) and compare them to Tobit regressions that are regularly
used to account for censored data (shown in Model 2 and Model 4). The joined test
for differences across design features shows insignificant χ2-values for the linear
models and insignificant F-values for the interactions specified via Tobit regression
models. Thus, the more nuanced regression analyses correcting for a possible censoring of responses that are presented in Table 6 are in line with the more general
results reported in Table 3, Model 3: Overall, the differences between the modes
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Ten Most Frequent Values Indicated by Respondents on the Open
Scale

Value

N

Percent

0
100
10
1000
50
5
20
3
500
1

1282
319
201
199
164
99
75
70
70
69

36.57
9.10
5.73
5.68
4.68
2.82
2.14
2.00
2.00
1.97

Table 6

Tests for Vignette Order Effects on Vignette Evaluations

Extreme cases first x sex
Extreme cases first x age
Extreme cases first x degree
Extreme cases first x children
Extreme cases first x experience
Extreme cases first x tenure
Extreme cases first x earnings
Extreme cases first x occupation
Overall
Nvignettes
Nrespondents
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Rating scale

Open scale

(1)
(2)
Linear
Tobit
regression regression

(3)
(4)
Linear
Tobit
regression regression

df

χ2

F

χ2

F

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
9
17

0.024
0.374
6.404*
4.075*
0.002
0.821
1.255
11.451
22.735

0.002
0.184
2.849
3.256
0.001
1.247
1.149
1.252
1.348

0.059
2.937
8.887*
0.591
0.186
0.871
2.099
8.385
21.116

0.106
1.044
1.792
0.576
0.161
2.998
1.799
0.919
1.016

4389
222

4389
222

3506
186

3506
186

Notes. Tests after multi-level estimation with interaction terms; df: degrees of freedom;
reference category: random order; Sidak-adjusted p-values; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.

of sorting are marginal for both types of answering scales. A closer look on the
coefficients shows that with the rating scale there are two vignette dimensions (educational degree and children) that significantly differ depending on the order of
the vignettes (Model 1). In case of extreme-cases-first ordering, the coefficients of
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these dimensions are bigger in absolute size compared to those in the mode of random order, indicating potential ceiling effects. However, we also find one significant difference (again, for educational degree) with the open scale (Model 3). This
is, however, only one positive finding within 17 tests. Performing Tobit regressions
to account for ceiling effects (with cluster-robust standard errors accounting for the
nested data structure) completely vanishes the significant differences between the
experimental splits (Models 2 and 4).
In a final step, the experimental splits are evaluated regarding response times
and response consistency (based on the squared residuals, see Table 7). Model 1
shows the results of a median regression of response time on the design features.
The constant indicates that on the average, respondents needed about 17 seconds
to evaluate a single vignette. While there were no differences for table vs. text
vignettes and for different order, the use of open answering scale took on average
about 3.5 seconds longer than the rating scale. This seems obvious since the evaluation using the open scale is based on a three-step process. A more nuanced picture
of the response time by vignette position offers Figure 1 and shows a well-known
pattern. Respondents need more time during the first vignettes in all experimental
splits to get used to the task. They speed up until the fourth vignette and have a
roughly stable response time then. When comparing different modes, it becomes
obvious that the respondents using the open scale need always some seconds more
due to the more complex rating task. Besides this difference, the patterns are similar in all experimental splits. The analysis of response consistency shown in Model
2 of Table 7 highlights differences between the answering scales with open scales
producing higher squared residuals. We find no differences between other design
features and also no interaction effects between design features (not shown).
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Response Time and Response Consistency (Squared Residuals) by
Experimental Variation
(1)
Response time

(2)
Residuals sq.

Style (ref. text)

-0.984
(0.593)

-0.0593
(0.167)

Answering scale (ref. rating scale)

3.531***
(0.618)

0.556**
(0.185)

Order (ref. random order)

0.312
(0.589)

-0.0689
(0.168)

Constant

17.12***
(0.989)

0.527*
(0.244)

7895
408

7895
408

N
N_respondents

Note: Coefficients of Model 1 are based on a median regression with cluster robust standard
errors. Coefficients of Model 2 are based on a multi-level regression (GLS) with robust
standard errors. Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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Figure 1

Median response time in seconds per experimental variation (rating
vs. magnitude answering scale, text vs. table, random order vs. extreme
cases first) and vignette position. Note, in the vignettes with the open
(magnitude) scale every respondent rated the same vignette (vignette
position = 0) before the deck with 20 vignettes started. Therefore, the
figures for the rating task start at vignette position 1 and the others at
vignette position 0.
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Summary
This study analyzed the effects of design features of factorial surveys that have not
been systematically evaluated so far, although these features are often varied across
applications. We summarize the main findings in three implications and recommendations:
1. The presentation of dimensions in a running text – as it is done in most factorial surveys – did not produce significantly different results compared to a presentation in a table format. Our findings are in line with the study of Shamon
et al. (2019) that also finds no differences between texts and tables focusing on
response inconsistency and response time. However, their study finds differences between the two styles regarding the prevalence of missing values while we
do not find differences. Shamon et al. (2019) find significantly lower total nonresponse (including refusals, break-offs, and vignette non-response) for table
vignettes compared to text vignettes. They report about 24.1 percent of missing
values for the vignette evaluations with most of them (18.3 percent) occurring
due to refusals (i.e. respondents produced only missings in the vignette module
or answered with a constant rating pattern). Focusing only on vignette non-response (without refusals) they report similar non-response numbers as we have
(about 3.5 percent) and find support for text vignettes compared to table vignettes (less missing values). In our study we have only vignette non-response (2.9
percent with rating scales and 8.1 percent with magnitude scales) as nobody
refused to fulfill the task. One explanation for different findings might be the
different sample populations in both studies (in our study university students
vs. quota sample of German population in Shamon et al. 2019) as well as the
survey mode. We would expect that this difference is related both to the difference in population and survey mode, as well as the difference in the evaluation
task. Taken together, we conclude that researchers might use tables instead of
running texts, specifically if they want to neutralize possible effects of dimension order (see Auspurg & Jäckle, 2017), as tables allow for a more flexible
(random) ordering of dimensions.
2. The rating scale clearly out-performed the open scale in many terms, e.g., in
the number of missing values, and probably also produced more valid regression estimates. The open scales are more time consuming as a thorough introduction into the procedure and a calibration vignette is needed and, in our case,
a three-step scale was necessary. In addition, the open scales did not come with
the benefits of true metric scales. The findings are in line with other research
indicating weak performance of metric scales with extensive response options
(Sauer et al., 2014). We therefore recommend using standard, one-step rating
scales. As we compared rating scales to three-step open scales, future research
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should investigate potential differences between rating scales and one-step
open scales used by Shamon et al. (2019).
3. The variation of the vignette order (random vs extreme-cases-first) did not
yield to substantive differences in the overall estimation of regression coefficients. Only when splitting the analysis additionally by response scales, results
slightly differed. Given these small differences, the easier and more flexible
random sorting of vignettes seems quite more advisable. In case there occur
ceiling effects, these can still be adjusted by means of specific econometric
regression methods (cf. Auspurg & Hinz, 2015). Moreover, if ceiling effects
occur in pre-tests, one might lessen them by switching to a broader rating scale
(e.g., 11 points instead of 7) or lower numbers of vignettes.

Conclusions
Our study found only few method effects, which is good news: Factorial survey
results seemed to be very robust against the tested variations of design features.
However, an exception existed with open (magnitude) scales, which performed on
many parameters worse than standard rating scales. Given the relatively common
usage (and recommendation) of these response scales, this is an important finding.
In standard survey research, these response scales were already abandoned due to
similar problems as the ones found in our study (see, e.g., Schaeffer & Bradburn,
1989). However, in multi-factorial survey designs they have been still used until
today to prevent censored responses. The latter were, however, hardly spotted in
our survey. This makes us even more confident in our recommendation that also
in multi-factorial survey experiments one should in future better rely on standard
rating scales.
Our study also has limitations. The most important one is certainly that the
participants were throughout university students. This standardization enabled us
to have more power to detect pure effects of design features. But this specific population also impacts the generalizability of our findings to other samples, as this
population is particularly used to read and process complex information (provided
in tables). Thus, additional research with general population surveys is needed. In
addition, one should test applications that are more prone to social desirability bias.
Therewith, one could explore whether the evident presentation of dimensions in
tables triggers more socially desirable evaluations as when potentially sensitive
dimensions are embedded in a short story. Finally, we only tested one variant of
open response scales that was bound to a three-step response procedure, and one
specific survey mode (an online survey). Evaluations of other design variants are
certainly desirable although they occur less likely in practice as we tested the most
common designs.
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In sum: The study shows that multi-factorial survey designs are robust against
variations in presentation style and kind of vignette order but answering scales
should be selected carefully.
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Abstract
In 2012, a new question was introduced into the International Social Survey Program
(ISSP). It asks respondents to indicate what they consider the best division of labor between men and women. In this paper, we propose to assess the validity and cross-national
comparability of this new ISSP question, using a mixed-methods approach that combines
quantitative experimental data with qualitative probing data. We implemented our experiment in non-probability online surveys in five countries, in which half of the respondents
received the original ISSP question and the other half a variant with an additional category
saying “Each family should find the solution which works best for them.” In addition, the
understanding of “individual solutions” was probed. We report on the understanding of this
category.
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Since 1985, the International Social Survey Program (ISSP) has conducted studies
on different areas of social science research and thereby produced a huge data base
for comparisons across countries and time. The majority of questions and items are
held constant and kept unchanged over the different replications, but some questions are replaced in order to improve measurement quality or capture new trends.
One of the topical modules of the ISSP is on “Family and Changing Gender Roles”,
which was fielded in 1988, 1994, 2002, and 2012. The way gender ideology was
measured in the earlier surveys has often been criticized for having a traditional
slant, focusing exclusively on women and employment, or for having methodological problems (Braun, 2008; Edlund & Öun, 2016). Though, from early on, there
have also been attempts by researchers to construct more differentiated instruments
that partly also capture subtle sexism (Brogan & Kutner, 1976; Glick & Fiske, 1997;
King & King, 1997; Swim et al., 1995), these measure have not been adopted by
large scale-comparative surveys.
In order to improve the measurement in the ISSP, in the 2012 round, a new
measure for gender ideology was included to address respondents’ preferences for
the division of labor between men and women when there are children at home
(ISSP Research Group, 2016; Scholz et al., 2014). Six types of preferences were
presented as response categories, ranging from the mother stays at home and the
father works full-time to the opposite division of labor (see further down for more
details). Respondents should indicate what, according to their opinion, was the best
way to organize the division of labor for a couple. This question forced respondents
to single out one specific division of labor between men and women. Such a choice
could be difficult for respondents who think that the best solution should be made
dependent on additional considerations. For example, some respondents might think
that the best solution should depend on the preferences of the partners, their abilities or their earning potential. Such respondents might struggle to choose one of
the categories offered to them, and this might encourage superficial and stereotypical answer behavior. Therefore, when designing the items, the ISSP drafting group
discussed whether an additional “individual solutions” category should be added.
If so, this would give respondents who do not find their preferences represented
in the answer categories an appropriate way out without having to either opt for
“don’t know” or select one of the substantive categories they do not really approve.
The addition of such an “individual solutions” category, however, was eventually
declined on the basis of concerns that in particular traditional respondents might
use this category in order to avoid an overt disclosure of their traditional stance due
to social-desirability considerations.
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As to the new item in the ISSP, this should be thoroughly assessed and checked
for measurement equivalence across countries before it is used in substantive
research. The most commonly used statistical technique for assessing measurement
equivalence is multiple-group confirmatory factor analysis (MGCFA, Jöreskog,
1971). Latent-class analysis also has a long tradition in this field (Clogg, 1984; for
an application to gender-role items of the World Value Survey and the European
Values Study, see Knight & Brinton, 2017). Other techniques include correspondence analysis (for an application to the ISSP gender role items, see Blasius &
Thiessen, 2006). All these quantitative methods are helpful in deciding whether
measures are equivalent across countries but they usually do not allow getting at
the causes of non-equivalence.1 Much can be gained from getting at the causes of
non-equivalence as well as from understanding the interpretations of respondents
from different countries. Such interpretation patterns can be used in substantive
research to avoid wrong conclusions. In addition, these quantitative methods cannot
be applied to single items but to multiple-item measures only. Thus, they cannot be
used to assess the new ISSP item on the division of labor between men and women.
This is where qualitative approaches can and should come in.
Qualitative approaches, in particular cognitive interviews, are helpful to
investigate problems in the response process (Beatty & Willis, 2007; Willis, 2005).
A variety of probing techniques exist that are used during cognitive interviewing.
For example, category-selection probes help to reveal the reasons for the selection
of the responses to closed questions (“Please explain why you selected ‘strongly
agree’”). Unfortunately, international comparative cognitive studies drastically
increase the coordination effort and are quite time-consuming (Willis, 2015) and,
thus, are not implemented frequently in research (for exceptions see: Benítez et al.,
2018; Fitzgerald et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2011; Thrasher et al., 2011; for a review
see Willis, 2015).
However, the conduct of additional web-based studies to capture cross-cultural qualitative information is a potential source of information. “Web probing,
that is, the implementation of probing techniques from cognitive interviewing in
web surveys with the goal to assess the validity of survey items” (Behr et al., 2017),
is a method to complement quantitative techniques to establish measurement equivalence of items in cross-cultural research (Behr et al., 2017; Meitinger, 2017). In
contrast to quantitative approaches that usually presuppose multiple-item measures,
cognitive interviewing and web probing can also assess the cross-national comparability of single questions or items. In web probing studies, probing questions
can be included in a regular web questionnaire. Behr & Braun (2015), for example,
1

While some quantitative approaches, such as multilevel structural equation modeling
(MLSEM), can explain noninvariance by introducing macro-level variables in a multilevel analysis (Davidov et al., 2012), they are very demanding (e.g. samples should
exceed 50 countries, see Meuleman & Billiet, 2009).
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use a “category-selection” probe for a single item on satisfaction with democracy
in order to find out which dimensions of democracy this question measures. The
authors found that policy outcomes, governance, and aspects of the concrete political system play an important role in all countries of their study and, thus, answers
can meaningfully be compared across countries.
Therefore, for assessing the consequences of including vs. excluding an “individual solutions” category, a mixed-methods approach seems to be particularly
helpful (Creswell, 2014; Luyt, 2012; van de Vijver & Chasiotis, 2010). In the present
case, we propose to combine the analysis of the quantitative survey data of the ISSP
with a separate web study in which a split-half experiment with varying response
categories was combined with a qualitative component. While the question experiment can inform the decision as to whether an “individual solutions” category matters in principal, the comparison of the web survey data with the data collected as
part of the ISSP survey allows answering the question whether our results can be
used to draw conclusions for the ISSP survey and its questionnaire.

Data and Methods
Sample
We implemented an experiment in non-probability online surveys in Germany,
Great Britain, the United States, Mexico, and Spain with a total of 2,689 respondents. Survey participation was restricted to citizens of the respective countries
aged 18 to 65. A net sample of approx. 500 respondents in each country was targeted using quotas for age (18-30, 31-50, and 51-65), gender, and education (lower
vs. higher education). The panel providers were Respondi (www.respondi.com) and
its partners in the respective countries. We met all quotas (see Table A1 in the
Appendix for respective quota fields). Data collection was in June 2014. As these
are quota samples, standardized response rates cannot be computed (Baker et al.,
2010).
The selection of the five countries for the study was motivated by the expectation that in the liberal regime type (here represented by Great Britain and the
United States) individuals or institutions outside of the family should not interfere
with decisions regarding the roles of men and women in a family (compared to
the conservative regime type here represented by Germany, Mexico, and Spain).
These expectations should run in parallel to the lower involvement that the state
has with regard to families (including the provision of a supporting infrastructure)
in the first group of countries. Mexico was included alongside Germany and Spain
as a strongly conservative country in which the family itself has a particularly high
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importance in providing a support structure that might become relevant when it
comes to the division of labor between both genders.

Questionnaire
The International Social Survey Program (ISSP, ISSP Research Group 2016) asked
the following new question in its 2012 “Family and Changing Gender Roles” module to capture respondents’ views on the preferred division of labor between mother
and father:
“Consider a family with a child under school age. What, in your opinion, is the best
way for them to organize their family and work life?
1 The mother stays at home and the father works full-time.
2 The mother works part-time and the father works full-time.
3 Both the mother and the father work full-time.
4 Both the mother and the father work part-time.
5 The father works part-time and the mother works full-time.
6 The father stays at home and the mother works full-time.”
In our web survey, half of the respondents received the original ISSP question (see
Figure 1), the other half of the respondents received a variant (developed for this
experiment) in which an additional category “Each family should find the solution
which works best for them” was added. The respondents who selected the additional answer category also received a probing question regarding the reasons for
opting for “individual solutions” (see Figure 2).
Thus, the experimental design combines quantitative insights from the splitballot experiment with qualitative insights from web probing. To ensure the comparability of the probes themselves, we applied the team-driven TRAPD approach for
the translation of the probes (Harkness, 2003).
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Figure 1

Experimental condition without response category “individual solutions”

Figure 2

Experimental condition with response category “individual solutions”
and category-selection probe
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Translation of Open-ended Answers, Development of the
Coding Scheme, and Coding
The Mexican and Spanish answers to the probe were translated into German by
professional translators who had been briefed on the particularities of these texts
as well as on translation and coding needs (Behr, 2015). The German and English
answers were not translated but immediately coded by members of the project team
(German native speakers with high proficiency in English).
An elaborated category scheme was developed, which represents the main criteria for the division of labor. This scheme was based on theory and also on the
content of the probe responses.
Several theoretical perspectives can be found in the literature and based on
these we developed hypotheses informing our probe scheme development. First, we
wanted to investigate whether some of the approaches traditionally used to explain
the actual household division of labor are also reflected in the reasoning of the
respondents. These approaches are the time-availability approach that stipulates
that spouses who spend more time working outside of the household show reduced
participation with housework (Bianchi et al., 2000; Kalleberg & Rosenfeld, 1990)
and the resource-dependency approach (Bittman et al., 2003; Brines, 1994) which
recurs on the bargaining power of the spouses (based e.g. on their income or education) and its use to avoid unwanted housework. Second, we expected respondents
to refer to individual preferences and capabilities, that is, what spouses want to do
and where they are good at. Third, we surmised that several respondents would
not recommend specific role distributions because they think that such decisions
are the responsibility of the respective families or depend on the family’s financial
situation or on how child care can be organized (e.g. the presence of one parent or
relatives at home or other alternative childcare arrangements).
The category scheme will be presented further below together with the results.
Multiple coding was possible for all categories except for the categories no generalization possible, the substantive rest category, and probe nonresponse.
After the establishment of the final coding by members of the research team, a
research assistant not involved in the development and implementation of the coding scheme coded 90% of the probe answers of all countries (while the other 10%
were used for training purposes). Inter-rater agreement (between the final coding
by members of the research team on the one hand and the research assistant on the
other hand) ranged from 96% in Spain to 100% in the United States and Mexico.
The high reliability value is likely to be a consequence of the relatively simple coding scheme, both as far as the number and the definitional clarity of the categories
is concerned. This means that in more than 9 out of 10 cases, the raters coded
a probing answer identically. All discrepancies of coding were discussed in the
research team, which then arrived at a final version used in this paper.
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Analytical Strategy
In the following, we first compare the response pattern found in the ISSP data with
the pattern revealed by our web survey to assess the general usefulness of our web
survey data. Second, we compare the two experimental conditions implemented in
the web survey. The first experimental condition asks the question on the best division of labor between father and mother exactly as it was in the ISSP, and the second experimental condition adds the answer category “Each family should find the
solution which works best for them”. Third, we report the responses to the categoryselection probe regarding which “individual solutions” respondents had in mind
when answering the closed question.

Results
Replication of the Pattern in the ISSP Data
A comparison of the first split of our web survey (which exactly replicates the original ISSP question) with the ISSP data2 reveals that the general response pattern is
replicated in our web survey (see Tables A2 and A3 in the Appendix). The ISSP
and the web samples share the nearly complete lack of support for a role reversal
and similar percentages of respondents who opt for the “don’t know” category. In
all five countries, the overwhelming majority supports the strict (only the father
goes out to work) or moderate variant (the mother has only a complementary work
role) of the male-breadwinner model if they are forced to choose among the models
presented.
However, the respondents of the web survey seem to be less traditional than
the respondents in the ISSP, despite of the quotas we have implemented for age,
gender, and education.
Nevertheless, because of the experimental approach taken here, we are confident that the results found on the basis of the probing study can shed light on the
ISSP data.

“Individual Solutions” for the Division of Labor Between
Both Genders
Table 1 shows the response distribution of the closed item in the web survey (the
preferred division of labor between men and women), where the second split of
the web survey contains the additional answer category “Each family should find
2

We did not restrict the ISSP data to the age range of the web survey.
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Preferred division of labor dependent on the presence of an
“individual solutions” category in the different countries (in percent)
Germany

Great
Britain

United
States

Mexico

Spain

Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
Mother at home,
father full-time

20

11

27

14

27

12

22

16

4

3

Mother part-time,
father full-time

35

22

28

10

23

11

50

29

21

10

Both full-time

10

4

10

5

23

10

11

8

22

6

Both part-time

23

6

13

4

6

2

15

4

45

15

Father part-time
or at home, mother
full-time

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

Individual solutions

-

55

-

65

-

61

-

40

-

66

13

1

20

2

20

3

2

1

8

0

275

264

281

253

266

274

253

292

268

263

Don’t know
N

Data source: Web survey; split 1: original ISSP version, split 2: “individual solutions” category added; original categories “father part-time and mother full-time” and “father at
home and mother full-time” collapsed.

the solution which works best for them.” When this individual-solutions category
is introduced, clearly more than half of the respondents choose this category, with
the only exception of Mexico (40%). In addition, when this answer category is provided, the prevalence of “don’t know” responses drops drastically (from 2-20% to
0-3%). All other divisions of labor are chosen considerably less in the second split
(with “individual solutions”) compared to the first split (without “individual solutions”). However, the relative decrease is most marked for the “both part-time” category in most of the countries.
Though our experiment represents a between- instead of a within-subjects
design, it seems nevertheless fair to conclude that the individual solutions category
contains those respondents who would opt for the “don’t know” option when the
“individual solution” option is not available. In addition, the individual solutions
category draws from all substantive categories and, in particular, from the “both
part-time” response category. Part of the respondents choosing this category seem
to use it as a compromise since none of the categories offered match their real preferences. Thus, it is this – not particularly traditional – category which loses support
once the individual solutions category is added and not the more traditional answer
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categories, as feared among questionnaire developers when designing the new ISSP
question.
This can be seen even clearer from Table A4 in the Appendix which shows the
web survey results if only the substantive ISSP categories (that is, without “don’t
know” and “individual solutions”) are included in calculating the percentages.
In all countries but the United States, it is the most traditional answer category
that gains relative importance if an “individual solution” category is added (in the
United States, it simply makes no difference). This applies to both genders (see
Tables A5 and A6 in the Appendix). Table A7 in the Appendix shows the popularity
of the individual solutions category in different social groups, in addition to gender.
In most countries, those who opt for the individual solutions category are older
than those who do not. Those who are married are less in favor of individual solutions than unmarried respondents. However, there are no consistent relationships
between the choice of the individual solutions category and respondents’ employment status and their partners’ employment status and whether they have children
or not.
Therefore, it is fair to conclude that adding an individual solutions category is
not mainly used as an easy escape by traditional respondents who do not want to
disclose their position in an overt manner. It might rather be used by those respondents who think that it impossible to opt for only one of the presented divisions
of labor, unless more details on the specific situation of the respective family are
taken into account.

“Individual Solutions” Respondents have in Mind
What, then, are these “individual solutions”? Are respondents simply too lazy to
make their choice among the answer categories offered or do they have concrete
ideas in mind? This was the research goal we pursued with our open-ended probing question. Table 2 presents by country the types of “individual solutions” that
respondents think of regarding the division of labor between men and women.
The first two codes that we extracted from the open-ended answers offered
by our respondents, time availability and resource dependency, refer to general
rules which depend less on personal decisions and preferences of the family or the
partners involved. Time availability connects the decision on household labor to the
labor-force involvement. Respondents refer to the time resources of both partners.
The division of household labor should take into consideration how much time is
left after paid work (e.g. “It depends on the jobs the parents have, whether it is
possible to work part-time”). This argumentation pattern is gender neutral. It also
leaves – as a general rule – open, how the division of market labor is established.
Resource dependency is broader in that it also connects the decision about
who might work outside of the home and who might stay at home to the earning
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Answers to the category-selection probe for respondents who opted
for the “individual solutions” category in the closed question in the
different countries (in percent)
Germany

Great
Britain

United
States

Mexico

Spain

Time availability

10

2

3

12

17

Resource dependency

21

16

8

11

13

Individual preferences

8

7

4

3

5

Individual abilities

0

8

2

5

3

Family/partners have to decide
- no interference

3

10

11

1

1

3

7

11

13

8

10

5

6

2

1

14

9

13

15

17

8

9

8

6

6

- joint decision
- general
Situation dependency
- financial necessities
- presence of one parent at home
Alternative possibilities

13

5

7

10

17

No generalization possible

26

38

29

34

33

Substantive rest category

6

7

15

12

6

Probe nonresponse

3

2

1

0

1

144

164

168

117

173

N

Data source: Web survey, Split 2; multiple coding possible for all categories except for no
generalization possible, substantive rest category, and probe nonresponse; that is, figures
do not add up to 100%.

potential of the partners. The person with the higher earning potential or career
opportunity should work outside the home. As the citation “Well it could be the
case where the mother could earn more income in her job than the father could
and therefore it would be better for the mother to work than the father” reveals,
this argumentation pattern is – in principle – again gender neutral. Admittedly, this
argumentation pattern – and the same applies to time availability – can be used by
traditional respondents, too, especially when they surmise that men will earn more
than women anyhow in most cases. For time availability an additional caveat is
necessary if the amount of labor-force participation of the woman is not reflecting
her free will but has been kept low by the intervention of the man. As a consequence, it is not possible to unambiguously gauge the traditionality of respondents
who opt for these categories.
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Time availability is a frequent criterion in Spain (17%) and, to a smaller degree
also in Mexico (12%) and Germany (10%), but it is rarely used in Great Britain and
the United States (2% and 3%, respectively). Resource dependency as a criterion is
clearly more popular than time availability in Germany (21%) and the two AngloSaxon countries (16% in Great Britain and 8% in the United States), and of nearly
equal importance as time availability in Mexico and Spain (11% and 13%, respectively).
The code individual preferences captures when respondents refer to the
partners’ interests and preferences which should decide on the division of labor
(“Because some women and men would rather stay home and take care of their
house or their kids and some want to work”).
Country differences with regard to individual preferences are not pronounced,
ranging from 3% in Mexico to 8% in Germany. In general, both of these codes are
of minor importance compared to time availability and resource dependency.
The code individual abilities reflects capabilities of the partners with regard
to the job and household chores or childraising as the main decision criterion (e.g.
“Every home situation is personal. It depends on which parent has the best career
prospects and ability to support the family but also who would be the most suitable
parent to take more responsibility raising the children”). Individual abilities have a
similar importance as individual preferences in most countries, ranging from 0% to
8%. However, what is striking is the complete absence of this criterion in Germany.
A further important criterion for the decision on individual solutions is the
idea that the family/partners have to decide by themselves. Respondents differ in
their focus: No interference stresses that the society or other people in general have
no right to intervene in this private decision (e.g. “Democracy allows individual
freedom. The State has no place interfering in personal lives”). Emphasis on joint
family decisions indicates that a consensus in the family should be reached which
might involve engaging in compromises (e.g. “… if it is agreeable to both parents”). Respondents also made rather general statements, which are not pronounced
enough to be classified into one of the two previous codes (e.g. “You cannot offer
a solution for all. That has to be individually decided by the respective families”).
Overall, in Great Britain and the United States, respondents are clearly more
in favor of the family or the partners to decide on the division of household labor
than in the other countries. Both countries belong to the liberal regime type where
the state is not assumed to intervene in family life and does neither actively facilitate nor hinder the combination of family and work roles (by men and women).
This kind of individualism is expressed with most vigor in the no interference category which holds any outside intervention (and maybe even advice) into family
decisions to be illegitimate: 10% of the respondents in Great Britain and 11% in the
United States share this stance compared to only 1-3% in the other three countries.
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Respondents also took the situational context into account when responding
to the probe. Situation dependency – financial necessities applies when the organization of the role division should be decided taking the financial necessities of a
family into account, in particular whether a double income is needed to make ends
meet (e.g. “Sometimes it is necessary for both parents to work in order to financially provide for their child and family. However, if it is possible to live comfortably with just one parent working, then it is up to the parents to decide how they
want to raise their family”). Financial necessities come to mind quite frequently.
Spanish respondents think of this aspect most often (17%). This does not come as
a surprise, as Spain is one of the countries which were most severely hit by the
financial crisis (beginning in 2007) and the web survey was conducted during its
peak/aftermath in 2014. On the contrary, British respondents are the least frequent
to mention this aspect (9%).
In contrast, we assigned the code situation dependency – presence of one parent at home, when respondents favor a model in which one person goes out to work
and the other cares for the children and the household. Whether the man or the
woman goes out to work or stays home is irrelevant – at least to most respondents
(e.g. “I believe that pre-school children benefit most from having a parent care for
them full-time, but it does not matter if it is father or mother”). The call for the
presence of one parent at home is of moderate frequency and country differences
are relatively small, ranging from 6% in Mexico and Spain to 9% in Great Britain.
Respondents also thought of alternative possibilities to fulfill the needs of
the children that are not related to the allocation of work roles among the parents.
Examples are the involvement of grandparents as well as privately or publicly organized daycare (e.g. “There are various support systems available within different
families, so no particular hard rule can apply in all instances”).
Spanish and German respondents (17% and 13%, respectively) more often
think of alternative possibilities (such as the involvement of grandparents or daycare) while in the Anglo-Saxon countries such a response is less frequent (5% in
Great Britain and 7% in the United States). Contrary to our expectations, Mexicans
are in-between.
No generalization possible was coded when respondents referred to individual
differences in general without specifying any concrete criteria for the division of
labor between both genders (e.g. “There is no right or wrong way, no one solution can suit every family”). Between one fourth (Germany) and more than onethird (Great Britain) of the respondents are coded into this category, thus referring
to individual differences in general without specifying any concrete criteria. This
could be an effect of web probing. Due to the web implementation, there is no possibility to spontaneously follow-up on answers that are not yet sufficiently clear.
The substantive rest category comprises answers that cannot be categorized
into the substantive codes (e.g. “That again is freedom”) or are difficult to compre-
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hend. Between 6% of the respondents in Germany and Spain and 15% in the United
States give a response that we coded as substantive rest category. This means that
we could not fit the response into our category scheme (and similar responses did
not occur frequently enough to justify the addition of additional categories) or it
was not sufficiently comprehensible to assign it unambiguously to one of the existing codes. This is unfortunately a weakness of web probing, namely, that it does not
allow for a clarification of unclear statements made by respondents (a problem that
could be easily solved by the interviewer in a cognitive interview; see Meitinger &
Behr, 2016).
Finally, probe nonresponse includes explicit refusals, “don’t knows”, and
answers such as “dddfff”. This topic, however, is not affected by probe nonresponse; nearly all respondents try to give a substantive answer.
In addition to the general prevalence of response categories, we also conducted an analysis of gender differences with regard to these codes. However, there
are hardly any consistent differences between men and women across all countries
(see Table A8 in the Appendix). In most countries, however, women are more likely
to refer to situation dependency – financial necessities and alternative possibilities
than men. On the contrary, they are less likely to opt for the no generalization possible category than men.

Discussion
In this paper, we demonstrated the usefulness of web probing when there is only
one item to validate. We used the example of a new instrument in the ISSP module
on “Family and Changing Gender Roles” (2012). The new instrument asks respondents to select one out of six role divisions between men and women when there are
children at home. An “individual solutions” category was not added in the original
ISSP questionnaire due to some concern that traditional respondents might use this
category to avoid an overt disclosure of their traditional positions.
Our results show, however, that the “individual solutions” category is likely
to be used by all kinds of respondents, not only the traditional ones. This was
revealed both by the experimental quantitative and the qualitative data. The experiment showed that the addition of an “individual solutions” category to the response
alternatives of the ISSP question was most attractive for less traditional respondents who would otherwise opt for the “both part-time” response alternative, and to
those who would otherwise choose the “don’t know” category. The qualitative data
from the web probing was likewise very informative, even though the single largest
group of respondents in all countries referred to differences between individuals
and families in a general way. Nevertheless, most respondents mentioned concrete
criteria that should be used in families for coming to a decision on the optimal divi-
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sion of labor between men and women. These criteria are mainly gender neutral,
at least at face value. However, as mentioned above, as these criteria can also be
used by traditional respondents (who take the inequality between both genders in
the underlying conditions for granted), it is not possible to unambiguously infer
the traditionality of respondents from these answers. Although the inclusion of an
“individual solutions” category did not lead to the anticipated consequence (namely
that it would attract mostly traditional respondents who did not want to explicitly
express their position), it can nevertheless not be recommended for a regular survey that is not supplemented by web probing. This is because the selection of the
“individual solutions” category cannot unambiguously be interpreted without the
information from web probing and, thus, a clearly interpretable response would be
missing for about half of the respondents.
Comparing the countries in our study, the majority of the criteria are of
roughly the same importance in all countries or most of them. However, there are
some noteworthy exceptions. In the two Anglo-Saxon countries (Great Britain and
the United States), time availability was not mentioned frequently. In addition, in
these two countries alternative possibilities of child care – outside the nuclear family – are less seen as a potential remedy to help decide on the role division between
both partners. Instead, and in line with our hypothesis, in Great Britain and the
United States, respondents make a point in that it is the family and the partners who
have to decide this issue, and interference from outside of the family (in particular
by the society at large) is seen as largely illegitimate.
In any case, the mixed-methods approach was crucial in assessing the consequences of adding an “individual solutions” category to the newly constructed ISSP
item. We started with the quantitative ISSP data and compared it with the quantitative data of our web survey in order to establish whether it is possible to generalize
results obtained from the latter to the former survey. Within the web survey, we
then conducted a question experiment where the treatment group received an additional response category. Finally, this additional response category was probed and
using the qualitative information obtained from the web survey the probe answers
were coded and analyzed in a quantitative manner. The mixed-methods approach
chosen allowed us to gain insights that we could not possibly have obtained by
using a quantitative or qualitative method alone.
Several limitations of our study have to be mentioned. First, we used data
based on non-probability online surveys. In order to tackle the issue whether we
can use the web survey to shed light on the ISSP survey we compared the distribution of the central variable which was measured in the same way in one of
the experimental splits and the ISSP survey. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that
results from probing could be somewhat different for the general population compared to the web survey.
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Second, our experimental and probing data is limited to five countries and
in these the highly developed countries are overrepresented compared to the ISSP
survey. Only by replicating our study in additional countries in which the ISSP is
conducted can we become more confident that our findings describe a general tendency in answer behavior and are not restricted to the countries we selected.
This paper does not inform on the more general question whether multipleitem measures are more adequate to measure gender-role attitudes than the single
question we have analyzed. The evidence collected here is restricted to deciding
in favor or against an inclusion of an “individual solution” category in the new
ISSP question. In more general terms, while multi-item measures have clear advantages compared to a measure consisting of a single question (e.g. the possibility to
employ data-analytic methods to establish equivalence across countries), there are
also shortcomings with (existing) multi-items measures in large-scale comparative
research. While most of the extant questions are concentrated on the role of the
woman and might have a traditional slant, the construction of more balanced items
which allow capturing egalitarian attitudes is also challenging, as there are a variety of possible egalitarian stances (Braun, 2008). In the end, the new ISSP measure
was one attempt to bypass these shortcomings. At least in the area of gender-role
attitudes, both question formats (multiple-item batteries and single questions) seem
to have their merits (and weaknesses).
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Appendix
Table A1
Age

Quota assignment in the web survey

Gender

Education

Germany Great Britain United States
(539)
(534)
(540)

Spain
(531)

Mexico
(545)

18-30 Male
18-30 Male

High
Low

8.53
8.16

8.24
8.24

8.15
8.15

8.29
8.29

8.99
8.26

18-30 Female
18-30 Female

High
Low

8.91
8.35

8.61
8.80

8.15
8.52

8.29
8.29

8.62
8.26

31-50 Male
31-50 Male

High
Low

8.16
8.35

8.24
8.24

8.33
8.52

8.29
8.66

8.62
8.07

31-50 Female
31-50 Female

High
Low

8.16
8.35

8.24
8.24

8.15
8.52

8.29
8.29

8.26
8.07

51-65 Male
51-65 Male

High
Low

8.16
8.16

8.24
8.24

8.33
8.33

8.47
8.29

8.07
8.07

51-65 Female
51-65 Female

High
Low

8.53
8.16

8.33
8.24

8.70
8.15

8.29
8.29

8.44
8.26

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table A2

Preferred division of labor for ISSP question in the different countries
(in percent)
Germany

Great
Britain

United
States

Mexico

Spain

ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web
Mother at home, father
full-time

20

20

34

27

29

27

49

22

24

4

Mother part-time, father
full-time

44

35

38

28

32

23

23

50

39

21

Both full-time

10

10

4

10

9

23

7

11

11

22

Both part-time

13

23

4

13

5

6

16

15

18

45

Father part-time or at
home, mother full-time
Don’t know
N

1

1

0

1

1

1

3

0

1

0

13

13

20

20

25

20

3

2

7

8

275

950

281 1,302

1,766

266 1,527

253 2,595

268

Data source: ISSP 2012; Web survey, split 1; original categories “father part-time and
mother full-time” and “father at home and mother full-time” collapsed.

41

10

11

0

14

Mother part time,
father full time

Both full time

Both part time

Father part time or
at home, mother full
time

Don’t know

12

1

14

9

47

17

145 909

12

1

21

12

29

26

130

15

0

24

7

41

14

Data source: ISSP 2012; Web survey, split 1.

857

24

N

Female

Male

Female

Great Britain
Male

Female

United States
Male

Female

Mexico
Male

Female

Spain

438

20

0

4

4

35

38

152

18

3

11

11

30

27

512

20

0

5

4

41

30

129

22

0

15

10

26

27

594

24

1

3

8

30

34

129

18

1

6

26

20

29

708

26

0

6

9

33

25

137

21

1

6

20

26

26

727

4

2

16

7

23

48

138

1

0

11

9

53

26

796

3

3

15

7

22

50

7

1

15

12

37

29

115 1,271

2

0

20

15

46

17

7

1

20

11

41

20

134 1,378

11

0

43

25

18

4

134

6

0

48

19

24

4

ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web ISSP Web

Male

Germany

Preferred division of labor for ISSP question in the different countries, separately for male and female respondents (in
percent)

Mother at home,
father full time
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Female

Male

Female

Great Britain
Male

Female

United States
Male

Female

Mexico
Male

Female

Spain

1

-

Father part time or
at home, mother full
time

Individual solutions

122

2

49

0

7

6

24

13

130

15

-

0

24

7

41

14

142

1

59

0

6

3

21

10

152

18

-

3

11

11

30

27

112

2

61

1

3

7

13

14

129

22

-

0

15

10

26

27

141

3

68

0

4

3

9

13

129

18

-

1

6

26

20

29

140

5

50

1

4

14

12

14

137

21

-

1

6

20

26

26

134

1

73

0

1

6

10

9

4

11

138

1

-

135

1

36

1

10

9

0

30

19

53

26

Data source: Web survey; split 1: original ISSP version, split 2: “individual-solutions” category added.

145

21

Both part time

N

12

Both full time

12

29

Mother part time,
father full time

Don’t know

26

115

2

-

0

20

15

46

17

157

1

44

1

5

7

28

14

134

11

-

0

43

25

18

4

133

0

65

1

17

6

8

4

134

6

-

0

48

19

24

4

130

0

67

0

12

7

12

2

Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Male

Germany

Preferred division of labor dependent on the presence of an “individual-solutions” category in the different countries,
separately for male and female respondents (in percent)

Mother at home,
father full time

Table A4
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Table A5

Preferred division of labor dependent on the presence of an
“individual-solutions” category in the different countries (in percent;
calculation excluding “don’t know” and “individual solutions”
categories)
Germany

Great
Britain

United
States

Mexico

Spain

Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
Mother at home, father
full-time

23

26

34

Mother part-time, father
full-time

40

50

Both full-time

11

9

Both part-time

26

Father part-time or at home,
mother full-time
N

42

34

35

31

29

13

15

29

15

16

11

8

0

0

2

1

239

117

224

83

33

22

27

4

9

32

51

28

12

49

23

28

14

24

19

6

15

8

49

43

1

2

0

2

0

1

214

98

249

171 246

90

Data source: Web survey; split 1: original ISSP version, split 2: “individual-solutions” category added; original categories “father part-time and mother full-time” and “father at
home and mother full-time” collapsed.

33

13

24

Mother part time,
father full time

Both full time

Both part time

Male

Female

Male

Female

United States
Female

Mexico
Male

128

60

0

13

12

48

27

111

0

28

8

48

16

57

0

16

7

53

25

124

3

14

13

37

33

42

2

7

19

33

38

100

0

19

13

33

35

41

0

15

10

29

46

106

1

8

31

25

36

63

3

8

30

27

32

108

1

7

26

33

32

35

0

3

23

40

34

136

0

11

9

54

26

Data source: Web survey; split 1: original ISSP version, split 2: “individual-solutions” category added.

N

1

29

Father part time or
at home, mother full
time

Female

Great Britain
Male

Female

Spain

85

2

6

15

47

29

113

0

20

15

47

17

86

1

9

13

51

26

120

0

48

28

20

5

47

2

49

17

21

11

126

0

51

20

25

4

43

0

37

21

35

7

Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split Split
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Male

Germany

Preferred division of labor dependent on the presence of an “individual-solutions” category in the different countries,
separately for male and female respondents (in percent; calculation excluding “don’t know” and “individual solutions”)

Mother at home,
father full time
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Table A7

Choice of individual-solution category in different social groups (in
percent)
Germany

Women
Men

Great
Britain

United
States

Mexico

Spain

59
49

68
61

73
50

44
36

67
65

1974

1974

1973

1975

1976

1971

1970

1973

1974

1973

Married
Not married

52
56

61
67

60
63

35
46

67
66

Full-time employed
Part-time employed
Not in employment

54
56
55

63
64
68

57
51
69

40
42
40

66
70
64

Partner full-time employed
Partner part-time employed
Partner not in employment

52
47
56

63
68
64

63
50
65

40
43
21

71
48
65

Children yes
Children no

54
55

64
66

62
61

40
40

66
65

Average year of birth (individualsolutions category not selected)
Average year of birth (individualsolutions category selected)

Data source: Web survey, Split 2; multiple coding possible for all categories but no generalization possible, other answers, and probe nonresponse, i.e. figures do not add up to
100%.

2
0
5
3
3

10

Individual preferences

Individual capabilities

Family/partners have to decide
- general
- no interference
- joint decision

Situation dependency
- financial necessities

13
2

Other answers

Probe nonresponse
84

5

0

23

14

8

17

13
2
2

0

13

24

12

Female

68

3

6

44

1

9

9

3
9
7

10

2

16

1

Male

96

2

7

33

8

9

9

6
11
6

6

11

17

3

Female

Great Britain

70

1

17

33

7

9

9

6
6
9

3

3

9

1

Male

98

0

14

26

7

7

15

6
15
12

2

4

7

4

Female

United States

48

0

13

35

6

4

10

2
2
19

4

2

8

13

Male

69

0

12

33

13

7

19

1
0
9

6

4

13

12

Female

Mexico

86

0

7

33

15

8

14

0
0
8

6

7

13

15

Male

87

1

5

33

20

5

21

2
1
8

1

3

14

18

Female

Spain

Data source: Web survey, Split 2; multiple coding possible for all categories but no generalization possible, other answers, and probe nonresponse,
i.e. figures do not add up to 100%

60

32

No generalization possible

N

12

Alternative possibilities

8

17

Resource dependency

- presence of one parent at home

7

Male

Germany

Answers to category-selection probe for respondents who opted for “individual-solution category” for closed question in
the different countries, separately for male and female respondents (in percent)
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Abstract
This paper describes the association between an incentive boost and data collection outcomes across two waves of a long-running panel study. In a recent wave, with the aim of
achieving response rate goals, all remaining sample members were offered a substantial
incentive increase in the final weeks of data collection, despite uncertainty about potential
effects on fieldwork outcomes in the following wave. The analyses examine response rates
and the average number of interviewer attempts to complete the interview in the waves
during and after the incentive boost, and provide an estimate of the cost of the incentives
and fieldwork in the waves during and following the boost. The findings provide suggestive
evidence that the use of variable incentive strategies from one wave to the next in the context of an ongoing panel study may be an effective strategy to reduce nonresponse and may
yield enduring positive effects on subsequent data collection outcomes.
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This paper examines the use of an increase in study incentives near the end of
the field period in a recent wave of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID),
a long-running household panel study of U.S. families, and the association with
data collection outcomes, including respondent cooperation, fieldwork effort (as
assessed by number of interviewer attempts to complete the interview), and fieldwork costs in the following wave.
The beneficial effects of providing incentives in exchange for participation in
interviewer-administered surveys are well documented (e.g. see Laurie & Lynn,
2009; Singer & Ye, 2013). Substantial research based on longitudinal studies finds
that incentives are associated with higher response rates (e.g., Fumagalli, Laurie,
& Lynn, 2010; Hsu, Schmeiser, Haggerty et al., 2017; Martin, Abreu, & Winters,
2001; McGonagle & Freedman, 2017; McGonagle, Couper, & Schoeni, 2011;
McGonagle, Schoeni, & Couper, 2013; Rodgers, 2002) and fewer attempts to complete an interview in the wave they are offered (e.g., Markesich & Kovac, 2003;
McGonagle et al., 2013).
Despite numerous studies on the effects of incentives, the topic of differential
incentive strategies in the context of ongoing panel studies has received little attention (see Singer & Ye, 2013). A handful of studies have found that incentives provided in a study’s first wave have enduring effects on panel retention in subsequent
waves (e.g., Goldenberg, McGrath, & Tan, 2009; James, 1997; Lengacher, Sullivan,
Couper, et al., 1995; Mack, Huggins, Keathley, et al., 1998; McGrath, 2006; Pforr,
Blohm, Blom, et al., 2015; Singer, Van Hoewyk, & Maher, 1998). While these findings indicate that the positive effects of incentives offered at study entry may persist
across waves, it is unclear whether this applies to incentives offered later in a panel’s history. In particular, the consequences of providing variable incentive amounts
across sample members, or temporarily increasing incentive amounts within a particular wave – on data collection outcomes in future waves – are largely unknown.
During 2015, a differential incentive strategy was implemented in the PSID.
As with panel studies across the world (De Leeuw, Hox, & Luiten, 2018), in recent
waves PSID has experienced increased difficulty making contact with sample
members and gaining their cooperation to complete the interview. In 2015, the
study was faced with a substantially higher number of attempts by interviewers to
make contact with sample members compared to prior waves, resulting in a high
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proportion of outstanding sample at risk for nonresponse late in the field period. In
the final weeks of data collection, a substantial incentive increase was offered to all
remaining sample members. This strategy was undertaken to maintain the study’s
high response rate in the current wave, despite uncertainty about the impact on data
collection outcomes in the following wave when the incentive was returned (i.e.,
reduced) to the baseline amount.
This paper examines the overall utility of the incentive boost across two
waves of data collection in the PSID. The goal is to contribute to the “urgent need”
identified by Laurie and Lynn (2009) to “extend the research knowledge base…
to use survey budgets effectively and wisely when choosing respondent incentive
strategies for longitudinal surveys.” Using observational panel data, the following questions are considered: Is there evidence that a large incentive boost reduces
nonresponse in the wave it is provided? What are the data collection outcomes in
the wave following an incentive boost, when the incentive is returned to the baseline amount, including response rate and average number of interviewer attempts
to complete the interview, and what percentage of respondents respond to the initial incentive, and what percentage respond only when the incentive is increased?
Finally, the cost implications of the incentive boost are examined. What were the
relative costs of the increased incentive in the current wave, and did these higher
costs endure in the following wave? Limitations for the findings and next steps for
research are described.

Methods
This report draws on production data collected during the 2015 and 2017 waves of
the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). The PSID is a longitudinal study of a
nationally representative sample of U.S. families that began in 1968 and collects a
variety of data on economic, health, and social behavior (see McGonagle, Schoeni,
Sastry et al., 2012 for more information). Interviews have been conducted annually 1968-1997 and biennially since 1999 by professional interviewers employed by
the Survey Research Operations group at the Survey Research Center within the
Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. The study has achieved
high wave-to-wave re-interview response rates, exceeding 93% in most waves. Data
collection occurs in odd-numbered years between about March 1 and December 31
over the course of 44 weeks. December 31 is a firm end date for the collection of
data each wave because the instrument questionnaire content focuses on specific
time periods within the current calendar year.
Since 2003, the mode of data collection for approximately 97% of the sample
has been computer-assisted telephone interview with in-person visits made to a
small fraction of sample members. The study interviews one adult respondent in
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each family, typically the individual who is most knowledgeable about the family finances (known as the “Reference Person”). Interviewers attempt to contact
respondents primarily using telephone (comprising more than three-quarters of all
contact attempts in 2015 and 2017), as well as by sending a small number of email
and text messages. The average interview length was about 75 minutes in both 2015
and 2017. During 2015 and 2017, interviews were completed with 9,048 and 9,155
families with overall wave-to-wave re-interview response rates (i.e., response rates
among those who had participated in the prior wave) of 93% and 94%, respectively.
Use of incentives. Since the inception of the study, post-paid monetary incentive payments have been offered to respondents in exchange for the completion of
an interview. The incentive payment is typically provided by bank check to the
family member who completes the interview. The general strategy in selecting
the incentive amount is to offer an amount that roughly aligns with the interview
length (i.e., roughly $1 USD for each minute of content) and to maintain a static
amount for two waves that is modestly raised every third wave. These increases are
intended to adjust for inflation and any increase in the length or general burden of
the survey request. Sample members are provided with advance notice of the incentive amount being offered to complete the interview in an informational letter sent
prior to the start of each wave of data collection. All subsequent messages sent to
sample members requesting their participation reference the incentive. Historically,
the incentive offer has remained unchanged throughout a wave of data collection,
and all sample members have been offered the same incentive amount. In 2015, a
baseline incentive of $70 USD was offered to 8,889 families who also participated
in the prior wave (i.e., “re-interview cases”).
During 2015, nearly 15% (1,322 cases) of the 8,889 re-interview cases had not
completed their interview with approximately six weeks remaining in the production period. Reflecting the growing difficulty in recent waves of making contact
with sample members in telephone studies, by comparison, with the same amount
of time remaining in the 2013 wave, a much smaller fraction (6.6%) had not completed their interview. With the goal of achieving the target response rate for the
2015 wave, all remaining cases were offered a large incentive increase from $70
USD to $150 USD. The selection of the amount of the incentive increase was to
make the survey request highly salient and reduce perceived barriers to participation by the study’s end date. The incentive boost was communicated to respondents
in various ways, including an announcement through a postcard sent via U.S. postal
mail, through messages left by interviewers on telephones and cell phones, and
through an email and text message. The $150 USD incentive remained in effect
throughout the remaining weeks of the field period.
At the start of data collection the following wave (2017), the baseline incentive offer was restored. In this wave, the baseline incentive offer was $75 USD, an
increase of $5 USD over the $70 USD baseline incentive offered at the start of 2015,
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following the convention of modest increases in the baseline incentive every third
wave. At the end of the 2017 field period with six weeks remaining, the incentive
offer was again increased to $150 USD for all remaining sample members.

Results
Table 1 presents response rates and field effort in the current and subsequent waves
for respondents who were offered the incentive boost in the final six weeks of production during 2015. Field effort is defined as the average number of total attempts
by the interviewer using telephone, email and text message required to complete the
interview. The first column provides information on the fieldwork outcomes in the
2015 wave (“Current wave”) for the 1,322 cases offered the 2015 incentive boost.
As shown in Table 1, the $150 USD incentive boost in 2015 had a positive
impact on study participation with the majority of respondents (59.9%) completing
the interview by the end of the field period, allowing response rate goals to be met.
The second column provides information on fieldwork outcomes in the 2017 wave
(“Next wave”) for the subset of respondents who completed the 2015 interview after
being offered the incentive boost. The key question is whether data collection outcomes for those now being offered $75 USD to complete their interview, half as
much, were negatively affected. The results show that there is no evidence that
respondents were reluctant to participate given the reduced incentive amount. The
vast majority of respondents – nearly 89% – who received the $150 USD incentive

Table 1

Fieldwork outcomes over two waves for re-interview respondents
offered an incentive boost

Response rate1
Number of attempts among respondents (mean)
Incentive amount required for response
$150 (boost)

Total

Current wave

Next wave

2015 (n=1,322)

2017 (n=780)

59.9%

88.6%

82.8

33.7

100.0%

$75 (baseline offer)

73.3%

$150 (end of study offer)

26.7%
100.0%

100.0%

Of the 791 repondents who completed the 2015 interview following the $150 USD incentive boost, 11 were ineligible for the study 2017
1
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boost in 2015 continued to participate during the 2017 wave. Moreover, field effort
in the 2017 wave actually decreased substantially for those receiving the incentive
boost compared to the 2015 wave, dropping from an average number of 82.8 interviewer attempts to complete the interview in 2015 to an average of 33.7 interviewer
attempts in 2017.
A second key question is what proportion of respondents who received the
incentive boost in 2015 completed the interview in 2017 for the baseline incentive
of $75 USD, and what proportion delayed participation until being offered $150
USD. As shown in the table, the vast majority of these respondents – 73.3% – completed their 2017 interview for the baseline incentive offer of $75 USD. Another
26.7% of those who required $150 USD to respond in 2015 responded in 2017 only
after again being offered $150 USD near the close of the field period.
Among those completing their interview for the $75 USD baseline incentive,
the average number of interviewer attempts was only about 16.0, compared to about
65.0 interviewer attempts on average for those cases who again delayed their participation for the $150 USD at the end of the 2017 field period (not shown in table).
The final question considers the cost-implications of the incentive boost. A
concern for survey organizations is that respondents who receive an incentive
increase in one wave may resist completing the interview if offered a lower amount
in a future wave, leading such increases to be permanent. Did the 2015 incentive
boost lead to enduring costs in the following wave? A basic estimate of the fieldwork
effort and incentive costs in each wave for the 780 respondents who participated in
both waves was generated. A cost-per-interviewer-attempt estimate of $5.50 USD
was derived based on the average hourly wage of an interviewer ($22 USD) and
the assumptions that interviewers could make four attempts per hour and that each
attempt type (telephone, email and text message) required the same amount of
time ($22 USD/4 attempts = $5.50 USD). As shown in Table 2, using the average
number of interviewer attempts across the 780 cases (i.e., average attempts of 82.8
in 2015 and 33.7 in 2017), fieldwork costs for these respondents are estimated at
$355,212 USD in 2015 and at $144,573 USD in 2017. Incentive costs in 2015 were
$117,000 USD (i.e., all 780 respondents required $150 USD). In 2017 incentive costs
for these 780 respondents dropped by more than one-third to $74,120 USD (i.e.,
73.3% responding during the baseline offer of $75 USD and 26.7% responding for
the increased offer of $150 USD). Summing costs attributable to fieldwork effort
and incentive payments yields total costs of $472,212, or $605 per case in 2015,
and $218,693 or $280 per case in 2017, a decline of more than 50% in total costs.
In sum, both incentive costs and fieldwork costs decreased substantially for cases
receiving the increased incentive in the subsequent wave.
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Cost estimates of fieldwork effort by wave

Cost parameters

Current wave

Next wave

2015

2017

Number of cases responding in both waves
Average cost per interviewer attempt
Total interviewer attempts (mean)

780
$5.50
82.8

33.7

Average cost of interviewer attempts

$355,212

$144,573

Average cost of incentive payments

$117,000

$74,120

Total cost

$472,212

$218,693

$605

$280

Cost per case

Discussion
The goals of the current study were to examine the effects of an increased incentive
on cooperation late in the field period of a long-running panel study, and trace its
effects to response rates and fieldwork outcomes in the following wave. An important limitation to note at the outset is the lack of a randomly selected control group
in the assignment of the incentive boost. Since all late-responding sample members
were offered an increased incentive, it is not possible to compare outcomes with
those who were not offered a higher incentive amount. A second limitation is that
the results of the current study are drawn from the experience of a specific ongoing
panel study comprising U.S. adults whose families have participated across many
decades, making the generalizability of the results to other study designs uncertain.
Despite these limitations, several key findings have emerged from this
descriptive analysis. First, the incentive boost was successful in achieving the main
operational goal of meeting response rate targets in the wave it was implemented,
inducing cooperation from a high percentage of respondents late in the field period.
Second, there is no evidence that the increased incentive negatively affected data
collection outcomes among respondents offered a lower initial incentive in the subsequent wave, with nearly 89% completing an interview. Moreover, those receiving
the incentive boost required substantially less field effort in the following wave to
complete their interview than was needed to finalize their interview in the wave
they received the boost. Third, contrary to the concern that the costs of the incentive boost would endure in the subsequent wave, costs substantially declined, with
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the majority of respondents completing the 2017 interview for the baseline offer
with about one-third fewer contact attempts than needed in the prior wave.
In providing suggestive evidence that the positive effects of monetary incentives may persist over time, this descriptive analysis is consistent with the handful of studies on this topic in the literature (Jäckle & Lynn, 2008; Mack et al.,
1998; Scherpenzeel, Zimmermann, & Budowski, 2002). In the current study, the
concern that those who were offered a substantially higher incentive at a point in
time would then delay their participation until the same amount was offered was
not realized for the majority of respondents.
In the context of a long-running panel study, the offer of a substantial incentive
increase may induce survey participation by highlighting to respondents the legitimacy of the study and the value of their participation. Moreover, interviewers likely
gain confidence from the raised incentive when making contact with “difficult”
respondents who have evaded many prior attempts. Such mechanisms have been
suggested to also underlie the beneficial impact of respondent materials, such as
letters sent by survey organizations in advance of data collection (De Leeuw, Callegaro, & Hox, 2007). These positive effects may carry-over to subsequent requests
for survey participation, potentially by building rapport and good-will, as well as
through the elicitation of principles of social exchange and reciprocation (see e.g.,
Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2009).
A note on the choice of the amount of the incentive increase is in order. In
the selection of initial monetary incentive amounts and subsequent magnitudes of
increases that may occur during fieldwork, survey practitioners have little research
evidence on which to draw. This can be traced to the challenges of mounting experiments during active data collection which may have uncertain effects on study
goals, as well as the highly contextualized nature of study designs where multiple
factors must be considered in the selection of incentive amounts, including respondent characteristics, interview length and burden, and budgetary constraints. Our
goal was to implement a highly salient incentive increase in order to reduce respondent barriers to participation and achieve a particular response rate goal by the firm
end date of the study. Designing and implementing experimental studies on this
topic to better understand the relative effectiveness of different orders of magnitudes of incentive increases would be of high value to the field.
In summary, the findings of this study are consistent with prior research documenting the positive effects of incentives on data collection outcomes. The results
additionally provide suggestive evidence that using variable incentive strategies
over waves of fieldwork in the context of a large national panel study may be an
effective strategy to maximize response rates and yield enduring positive effects
on subsequent participation and field effort. An important consideration for ongoing panel studies in future research is how individual characteristics of sample
members may affect responsivity to differential incentives and influence sample
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bias over subsequent waves. Future research should replicate these findings using
experimental methods to better understand the mechanisms through which these
outcomes occur.
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